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rew University of Jerusalem, Rabbi Kurt Wilhelm, ph.D.,
Chief
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has
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INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of the expression nÞ ìtÞ) has cauçed great
difficulties to students of the Old Testament. It has been
translated in many different ways, e.g. the 'ghost of the dead,'
a 'dead body,' 'somebody deacl,' 'one dead,t a 'dead soul.'r
In the following the expression is studied against the background of old Hebrew cosmic conceptions, consideration being
given to the use of NPS in other Semitic languages.
A remark must be made concerning the age of the Old Testament text. There are various conceptions of the chronology of
the different passages. At any rate a great deal of the content is
older than the written text, and though it may be of a certain
interest to scrutinize the use of the expressions with regard to
the age of the passages, in this case it is not of great help. Old
expressions can easily be mixed in rather young passages
whereas, of course, an old idea can be expressed in a younger
usus loquendi according to more recent conceptions. The Old
Testament was composed between 1000 and 100 8.C., and at
this time the original idea behind certain expressions may very
well have fallen into oblivion though the old wordings in some
cases are still current. OId customs toó can be in vogue and
old rites performed in exactly the same way as they have been
originally though conceptions have changed and the execution

is given an

interpretation which differs greatly from the
primary idea in the custom.
About thinking and acting in protosemitic time only hypotheses can be advanced. Unfortunately, they are merely conclusions drawn by what is today termed logical thinking.
t

oícle lnlro.
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It

is very important in this work to determine the difference
between ErÐJ and l1ì'1, But though the words were originally
used in quite different senses even when the idea'of writing
down the oral traditions came, both, in addition to the original
one, rv\r'ere used in derived senses, depending to a great extent on
new cosmic conceptions. The comparison with corresponding
expressions in other tongues outside the Semitic sphere,
however, has been left out of consideration.
The Semitic type of mind, such as it appears in the construction of the languages belonging to this group' deviates
much from e.g. Indo-Europe¿rn ways of thinking. Words and
expressions in different groups of languages often do not fully
correspond in meaning, though they seem to refer to the same
ideas. For that reason the study presented below deals
exclusively with the Semitic world.

CHAPTER I

the

sense

of

NPË.

In order fully to elucidate the expression tìÞ t?Ð) a minute
study of the meaning of ìtÐJ is required. It has been given
different senses such as 'the breathing substance or being,'

'breath,"soul,"throat,"appetite,' etc.1
A study of the different dÍctionaries of the Semitic languages
establishes that the sense of the word tommon to all these
languages is 'soul.'2
Akkadian: napì,Étu
Ugaritic: npõ
Hebrew: tlè)
Aramaic: t{l?ÞJ
Syriac: nefil
Arabic: nafw,n
South-Arabic: nplts
Ethiopic: nøfes

A theory quoted by almost all scholars dealing with problems
of primitive thought is that man very early thought that the
difference between the living and the dead was breath
lack
- orbelief
of it. Then at a certain stage of civilization, when the
arose that everything in nature was animated by spirits, man
identified breath with this spirit. Thus the word used. for

t cf. dlctioparies
¿

and Briggs in JBL XVI, p. l?.
Akkadian: AH and AEDH, sub uoce,.Ugaritic: CGl, subøoce;Aramaic:

ChW and NHCh\ü, wtb tsoce; Syrlac: LS, sub

øoce,.

Arabic: AEL,

uoce,' South-Arabic: ChAG, søb ooce,. Ethiopic: Tr.Ae, sub r¡oce,
I
I

¡

:
I

L
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'breath' came to signify the 'power' vivifying the botiy'r The
sequence could as well have been the reverse. The 'power' in
life could have been thought to manifest itself in the breath.
There is no way of knowing the proper order (if there was any
at all) in which the sense of the term has developed.
One more theory can be suggested' Regarding the Semitic
languages the word NPS may never have meant 'breath'' In
Ugaritic, Gordon does not give æpð in this sense.z Muss-Arnolt
in his dictionary gives instances for the various ways of using
napiíttu, but though he also suggests the sense'breath'for it, he
presents no example of the word used in this sense':! Delitzsch,
in his turn, makes no mention at all of 'breath' in this connection.{ According to Conti Rossini, in South-Arabic, np/fs
õ
does not seem to take the sense 'breath.' The Arabic word for
'breath' is nafasun. The word for 'soul' is nofsun' The verb
nafasa from this root is denominated and natasun takes the
same form as inf. I of it.o According to old semitic conception
I NpS was the active.element in atl vital functions, of which
breathing was one. Not the breath, then, was the difference
between living and dead, but the breathing' In the dead man
was aware of a lack of motion; he missed the vivifying.
potency.

?

The development 'breath' > 'soul' may be the correct one' But
as far as written evidence from the most remote times is concerned there is no proof of it. It is, of course, striking that there
should originally have been no word for 'breath,' but neither
of these two theories can be proved. In historical times,
however, NPS is always used in the sense given below'

The sense of läÐ) in the old Testament is only a 'mysterious
potency.' Even when the word seems to be used in a transferred meaning a careful study will show that it is always used
in this same way: a 'PotencY.'

r Tylor, 'Primitive Culture I,' p. 432 sqq
:¿

CGl,

st¿b ooce.
ttoce.
{ AH, s¡¿b uoce'
í ChAG, st¿b ooce.
tì AEL, st¿b ooce.

3 AEDH, sub

i

r:ide ínîra p. 23 sqq.
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The word for this potency in the body nowadays is sou¿, but
when lDÐ) is translated by this term it must not be taken in its
modern sense. The word soul may be justified only if it is
understood simply
to quote Frazer
- which
- as "the unknown
principle of life about
philosophers hal'e disputed from
the days of Plato and Aristotle to the present time, and to all
appearance are likely to dispute till life on earth is extinguished
by some final cosmic catastrophe, unless in the rneantime
science should crown its long series of victories over nature by
discovering the origin of life." 1
Pedersen gives a very fine definition of the conception of the
soul. It runs as follows: "The soul is constructed with a view
to action, but the presupposition of its being able to act is that
the construction is firm. The best characterization of the soul
is as an organism, which at any time centres and ranges itself
round a point of gravity. This point of gravity is the centre of
force in which action is created, and this centre must be firm
and strong; otherwise the soul must not be stiff but phable, so
that it subordinates itself to its centre." s
The abovô ought to make clear that the soul was conceived
of as material.

In the Old Testament lDÐ) cannot be found in any context
where it is not translatable by soul, taken in the abovementioned sense.

lrÐj - a necesslty to the body
Being the word for the life-giving potency in the body tDÐ)
was used in instances where modern European languages
would use 'life.' It must, however, be kept in mind that
aecording to the Semitic conception 'life' depended on lrÐ:.
When the question was one of life in any way, say, the risking
of life, in danger, eúc., this was expressed by l?Ð). lDÐ) was
the 'principle of life' and thus when UÐ) was in peril or

|The fea¡ of the Dead I,' p. 6.
2 'Israel .. , I,' p. 145.

r
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destroyed life was in danger or extinguished. If somebociy triecl
to effect the death of somebody else he ,sought his ltÐJ.,

II

Sam.

XVIII:13

ìutÐ): rnìut-ìt{
'rPrt

if I had acted treacherously
against his life.. .

But

I Kings XIX:2
DrItN ìnÞ ny:-r:

rn* uÐ): JnÐ:-nN

tr;1Þ

I

Kings III:

11

''l'!'N P¡: nb¡¡u-nbr
Ps.

XIX:

Thou hast not asked the lile
of thine enemies.

B

ErÐ) l'ì:r!tb
Lament. I:

restoring life

11

ttÐ) :ttDilb
Jos.

if I make not thy li.fe as
the life of one of them by
tomorrow about this time.
...

restore

läJe

IX:24

ì:rnuÞ)b t*Þ Nl")ì

Therefore we were sore

afraid for our lioes.
Ezek.

XXXII:10

Dìlt Drg¡ìb ìllnì
ìÞÐ)b

And they shall tremble at
eveiy moment, every man

for his own ltfe.
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I Sam..XXVI:21

'1.).y:'ltÐ:

i1ìt)r

My life was precious in
thine

eyes.

cf. Akkadiaî:. lci;m& uknê napiötí ina finíka lêqir
lazuli may my ltfe be precious in thy sight. r

I Kings XIX:3
ìuÞ)-bn ¡5rt
II

Kings VII:

cf. Akkadian:
Sam.

ìÞJìì
una napÉdti

and he fled for his life

... and fled for their tife
(pl) (u¡)osû I

XXIII:1?

trI)bNN DTUJR¡ DìN

trntuÞ¡:

I

like lapis

?

ÞÞÐ)-bR

II

-

. . the blood of the men who 4n¡ent
//
. . at the risk of their liues

'

Kings II:23

litì¡ìx ìfì ìt Ð¡¡
;1ti1 lfìn-nlt

at the cost of his life

Prov. VII:23
RìH

ìrtÐl:-': gï

ñ5t

.. . , and knoweth not that it is
at the risk of his life

Lament. V:9

ìJÞnb

Rr:¡ ì¡rrÐ:f

lVe gat our bread with the

peril of our

t K 163 + 218 (M

5?). Rev. (King, BMS, Nr.
VI. 23 (I R 3?-42).

2 e.g. Sanherib Prisma

L
t-,.

b,fe.
12).
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II Sam. XIV:7
ìrnñ uÐ:l ìínÞ)'l
:ìil ì1,

¡l

.. that we may kill him, for the
life of. his brother whom he
slew
.

Jon. I:14

ill:x¡

;11

ir

Ìt

ìÑ

x¡-bx

¡l l, Ð::

Let us not perish on
account of this man's liJe.
(meaning, for killing Jonah)

Cook comments on this: "for doing what may touch his

life'"

r

Given below are some examples showing that lDÐ) was of the
greatest importance to the body. Its presence was a prerequisite for life and the absence of it was equivalent to death'

II

Sam.

I:9

r)nnÞì ..bg

x¡tnt

r)rnñ rf
*:-¡ f:un
r: r!tÐ)

lìt

Stand, I pray thee, upon me, and
slay me, for anguish (?) is come
upon me, because my soul is yet in
me.

Jer. XV:9

nir:u¡ n'lb,

¡bba¡¡

;']!tÞ!t tl!Ð illrÐ) nnÐl
ÞÞìì tyf
Lament. II:

trTrÐ)

12

lÐnun:

trnÞB P'n-bx
Isa.

LIII:

She that hath borne seven languisheth
She hath blown out her soul, her sun
has gone down while it was yet day.

When their soul was poured out
into their mothers' bosom.z

12

;1ìlr¡r rErN nnn
ì!rÐ) nìÞb

.... because he hath bared his
soøl to deatha

r HB VI.
¿ cf.

intro p.31.
The accepted rendering of this text 'poured out' (Orelli KKHS
IV - V: "ausgeschüttet seine Seele, als deren Sitz das Blut gedacht ist)
does not correspond to the Hebrew. Cf. HEL, sub i119.
3
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Gen. XXXV:18

illrÐ: n*gf ìnrì As her soul was departing,
;1¡ìÞ r: for she died.
I

Kings XVII:21

¡{:-f un 'nbx nlil'
ì:ìir+D ilr;r rbiil-nÐ:

O Lord my God, I pray thee, Iet
this child's soul come into him
agâin.

and v. 22

:5rn-!tÐ):Unì
...and the sor¿l of the child came
'n!ì ì:ìP-bp into him again, and he revived.
To kill some one was to hit him in his UÐJ_:¡7¡¡'Ð illi1. (cJ,

Gen. XXXVII:2I; Deut. XIX:6, 11; Lev. XXIV: 17,18; Jer.
XL: 14; Num. XXXV: 11, 15,30; Jos. XX:3,9.) and with IlIì
(cf. Deut. XXII:26).

The same method of expression is found

in other Semitic

languages:

In Akkadian: e.g.
napiétu

with qutttt, buIIû,
h.u.LIuqu

with tøbo-lcu
wtth bullutu
with etdru, gam-alu
witt'

éîttzubu

with

õalco¿u

In Ugaritic: I
3 Aqht 24-25

----t.ri
rh.npéh.
I

-

'to destroy one's own or
somebody else's life.'
'pour out life (shed blood)'
'to keep somebody in life'
'to save one's own life or that

- of somebody
-

-km -

'give up the ghost, die,'

"Let his soul go out like
wind.".2

Gordon, 'Texts in Transliteration.'

3 Gordon,

else.'

tg¿yg, fescue.t

'A Comprehensive T¡anslation. . ,' p, 93,

I
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line

36

!!at.km.rh.npi(h

-

(His) soul goes out like a
wind." I

"

l

Aqht 92
btlt . cnt . k(rþ npih)

-

'"Ihe virgin oAnat (has caused
his soul to go out) like
(wind).

e

and in Arabic:3
soul went forth."
- "His
"His blood flowed."
blood."
--: "Flowing
"fig shed his blood."

þarartú notsuhu'
soløt natsuhu

natsun sã'tüa.tun
ilataqa natsahu

IlÐ¡

- blood.

In his translation of the Babylonian Creation Story Enüma
elið, Tablet IV line 18, Heidel comments on the expression 'to
pour out the life of some one,' tubuk napiatsu, saying that the
pouring out (í.e, shedding) refers "to blood, the seat of the
element of life." {
It is a common idea that man at an early stage of culture
identified blood with the vital force, The usual explanation of
this theory is that primitive man realized that the consequence
of a gleat loss of blood was death. Another conception which
situates the vital force in the blood is supposed to be of a later
date.
It has been supposed that both beliefs are represented in the
Old Testament. 6
r

op. c¿t., p.

93.

2 ibid, p, 98,
s AEL, sttb voce,

{

'The Babylonian Genesis,' p. 3? n. 71.
6 Karsten, In 'The Origins of Religion,' p. 53-54 referring
publtshed manuscript by Schur.

to an un-
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Gen. IX: 4

ìÞì ììDÐ)f ìrr:.lN
rb:¡rn

Lev. XVII:

Nb

But flesh with the soul
thereof, which is the blood
. thereof, shall ye not eat.

14 b

ìÞl ln:-b: u¡:':
Nìi1

For the sor¿l of all flesh
is the blood thereof.

Deut. XII:23

brx .nb:b prn pì
tDÞ)i1

Ntil Dtil

ì) El¡

Only be sure that thou eat not
the blood: for the blood is the
soul.

.These passages stand for the belief that the blood waslDÐJ,
whicli idea is supposed to be the older one. The other conception is represented by

Lev. XVII:

14 a

-ìrr:-b)

u Ð)-,

f

Nlil ìrDÐ)f ìÞl
Gen.

For the soul of all flesh
is its blood with its soul
(i.e. its blood and soul together.)

IX:5

D:Þl-nñ'lNì
urtT¡q

D:ìnuÐ:b

And sufely your blood of
your .souls will I require. 1

Jer. II:34

tr{}ä)'lrÐ)::

D)

trr)'tr:N nìurÐ) E¡l
. E"P:

Also in thy skirt is found the
blood of the souls of the poor
innocents.

I, understanAs b in ,¡p5¡! as "Dativ der Zugehöcan also be understood as 'with consideration for your
Leben,"
souls.' cf. Ges.-B. lllrÞ)b "in Beziehung auf mein
Gunleel, HAT I, translates: "Aber euer eigen Blut wlll ich
su,b ¡soce.
1 Strack, KKHS

rigkeit," It

heimfordern."
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Lev. XVII:11

ìtt:

r:
ñìil Bl:

i'1 r, Ð )

For the soul of the flesh
is in the blood.

The examples which might support.the opinion that the old
Hebrews identified the blood with lDÐJ may be understood as a
mode of expression emphasizing the importance of the blood
as being the place where T7Ð) resides. r
The same can be said of the corresponding expressions in
other Semitic languages.e
Discussion of the possible existence of two different conceptions and their chronology is outside the scope of the present
work. But, presupposing their existence and allowing that the
older is the one which identifies the blood with lDÐ), this term
cannot originally have meant 'breath.'3

'üÐ:

-

referrins to telrs.

In Hebrew the verb']ÐU (pour out, pour), in connection with
lDÐ), can be used in different senses. When Hannah says:
ilìiT ')Ðb rìtÐ:-nN JÞrtNì a there is no question of her dying.

According to primitive conception some of the life-giving power
is situated in the secretions of the body. õ The tears she had
shed in crying (v. 10) contained, according to the conception
of her time, some of her lDÐJ, Here it means a kind of sacrifice
to or covenant with the godship.r;

r Grüneisen, 'Der Ahnenkultus und die Urreligion fsraels,' p. 38.
If ÌtÐ¡ is, as is supposed here, uis vítalls, it cannot be said to 'reside'

anywhere. The blood, the breath, the heart, the brain, and any vital
organ or element are essential to life, but not the seat of life.
2 oid,e supra, pp, 27-28.
3 aid,e wpra, pp.2L-22.
¿

I

Sam. 11

15.

õ Van der Leeuw,

in 'Phänomenologie der Religion,' p,257, states that
the'soul power'was considered to exist in all corporeal parts, including
such substances as reere emitted by the body. oide also pp. 258 sqq..
6 cf. Robertson Smith, '. . the Religion of the Sernites,' p. 319.
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cf. Job XXX:16

rÞÐ) lÐnun 'bY

My

sou.l pours

itself out upon

me.

Budde gives the translation: "Und jetzt ist in mir ausgeschüttet meine Seele."
.
and he comments on it: "Die Seele zerfliesst wohl in Tränen,
wegen der Leidenstage, die ihn ergriffen haben ' . ."
I

Ps. XLII:5

.ÈrÐ)'by ¡:¡ìDN'ì

(\Mhen

I

I remember

these things)

pour out my sotrl upon me.

The translation and comment given by Baethgen run

"Daran will ich gedenken uncl mein
Herz bei mir ausschütten." 2
"Das Herz oder die Seele ausschütten heisst: allen den Gedanken, welche die Seele bewegen, freien Lauf lassen, vgl. I Sam.
I: 15, Thr. II: 19, Ps. LXII:9, CII: 1, CXLII:3."
nicht
"r!y besagt dass der Erguss der Klage ein innerlicher,tlìpl
wie
Bedeutung
dieselbe
lautbarer ist; es hat etwa
XXXIX:4; vgl. Hos. XI:8." a
When lDÐJ in this context is understood as 'tears,' being the
substance which contains some of the 'principle of life,' rbi,r
offers no difficulty. It is no inward crying. by is taken in its
sense 'upon,' and the tears are rolling upon the face. This fully
explains 'bY : upon me (contra "in mir" and "bei mir")'
It is not beyond doubt that Lament. II:12 r is to be translated as mentioned above. The children may have asked for
bread ancl wine 'shedding tears' on their mothers' bosom.
1 FIAT II1,
cJ. also Hölscher (IlbAT): "meine seele zerfliesst in r¡ir."
- on this passage he sa¡'s that it means to pour out from
In his comment
oneself the soul in sobs, complaint or weeping' Consequently lti'tpael
woulcl be "the sor¿l is poured out' ("die Seelelvird hingegossen"), oí2.
man is 'sot¿lless' from suffering (Der Mensch ist vor Schmerzen '"seelenlos" ).
:r Schmidt

(HbAT) gives almost the same interpletatio¡r: "Daran will
ich clenken und in mir ausschütten meine Seele."
3 HAT Ug.

{

rrfde ,sr¿p¡o, p, 26.
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So much for the interpretation of l&rÞ) in this connection by
'tears'. . .. As for the power in tears, it can be mentioned that
Dr. Seligmann claims tears to be a means of protection against
'the evil eye.' "Die Tränen halten in Posen den bösen Blick
ab; deshalb muss die Braut auf dem Wege zur Kirche recht viel
weinen. Darauf beruht auch wohl ein Schutzmittel in Bengalen, das darin besteht, dass man dem Kinde in den Kleinen
Finger beisst. Das Kind wird naturgemäss vor Schmerz anfangen zu weinen, und jemand, der Schmerz empfindet und Tränen
vergiesst, pflegt nicht beneidet zu werden."
In Kalevala the bride is made to cry by sad songs about her
future life as a wife and daughter-in-law, and finally she is
repeatedly told
1

Weep thou, weep thou, youthful

"ftke, itke, neiti nuori,
Kun itket, hyvinkin itkel

When thou weepest, weep thou

Kun et itke itkettäissä,
Itket toiste tullessasi." t

If

maiden,

sorely;
thou weepest not yet freely,

Thou shalt weep when thou returnest."

The extensive weeping at Jewish weddings may also be called
to mind. It seems to belong to a custom which probably springs

from the fear of 'evil-minded spirits' active on critical

occasions.

s

As for interpreting Hannah's words as referring to a covenant
with God, it must be recalled that blood is sacrificed to God and
also employed as a safeguard against the 'evil eye.,l If blood
can be a phylactery against the 'evil eye, and sacrificed to God,
and if tears being a secretion of the body can be a safeguard
against the 'evil eye,' it can also be applied to the purpose
suggested above.6

ilDer böse Blick . ., II,' p. 20?,
: Chapt. XXII. 'Morsiamen hunnutüs ja itkettäminen, lI. Bbg-362;
36?-3?0; 375-378.
English translation by Kirby.
cf. Harva, AUA,
Ser. B. Tom. IX, pp.-Fr--6 and 128 sqq.
3 For marriage as an occasion where evil spirits were feared cf,
Crawley, The Mystic Rose I, p. 7 sqq.
d Seligmann, 'Der böse Blick , , , II,' pp. LLI-Z|B.
5 cf. Hämäläinen, MSFOu XLVII, pp. ?5 and BB.

e,g,
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Something similar can be found in other connections. It is'
already known that hand-shaking in greeting is a kind of
covenant. Parts of different bodies where ÞÞ1 is partrcularly
active touch each other. 1o this same covenant often belongs
kissing and rubbing nosgs. Not unusual is the shedding of
tears. r The Old Testament offers instances where tears are
shed

in greeting.2

ìDÐ)

-

úhe c¿rrier

of

emotions and anlmol lnstlncta.

Examples have been given above showing that !2Ð) was conceived of as the potency on which life depended. Being thus
the essential element in man,lDÞ) was supposed to be the carrier
or subject of emotions and animal instincts.
lU Þ

)

experiences emotions and what is

in the mind

Ex. XXIII:9

TtÐ)'nx Dn9lr Dn*l
.ìil']

For you know the soul of the
stranger.
I

is bitter, troubled and feels sorrow
Judges XVIII:25

t Ð) ììÞ
Job X:

bitter of

sor¿l

1

ruÐ) .1Þ:

.. in the bitterness of my soul

Job XXVII:2

rtpÞt lÞ;1
I
!
3

.. who hath (made my soul bitter)
vexed my soul

Frazer, 'Folk-Lore in the Old Testament, II,' pp. 82-93
Gen. XLV:2, 14 sqq. XLVI:29; I Sam. XX:41.
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feels delight
Ps. LXXXVI:4

!tÐ) nÞÐ

lì:t

Rejoice the soul of thy servant,

likes, feels sympathy
Isa. XLII:

1

rÞÞl i'lnIì'

14;

Cant. III:
I

Ps.

whom my soul delighteth

Iz7

lt Þ: il : il|l

----longs

..in

Þ

.

. whom my soul loveth

for

XLII:2

onbn 1bn lrDn

'ua:

My soul longeth for Thee, o God

is nauseated, loathes
Num. XXI:5
b':bpn Dnb: nrpì)TtÞJr

.. and our soøl loatheth this light
bread

is delighted in good things (food)
Isa. LV:2

ÞlitÐ) Ì!tì: 1:9nnì

and let your soul delight itself
in fatness

'.

feels a desire to eat
Deut. XII:20

9:nb lütÞ) nlxn-rf

ln:

. . because

thy soul longeth to flesh
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iìl¡

I

) iln ì ¡{

! lD Ð

. . my sou¿ desired (of the firstripe
fruit)

feels hunger and thirst
Isa. XXIX:8

ìlDÐ) irPr.ìì
;1PPì1ü ìtDÐ)

. his soul is hungry
. his soul is thirsty

cf. Akkadian:
Sîgí

nøpiittja Ia taptahu,

'The anger of my soul thou didst
not fear.'1

lDÐ) Referring to the whole of the being

a)

lDÐ)

prouided with

a suffix

In full accordance with all that has been said is the fact that
when lDÐ) is provided with a suffix, it refers to the person's
self and thus is the equivalent of a personal or reflexive
pronoun. This, however, is true with certain limitations. Many
scholars misunderstand this characteristic of the term and
attempt to represent rl?Ð), 'llDÐ) etc., 'my 'J'; 'yciur 'J'i etc.,
by 'I', 'you', etc. In most of these cases it is important to' refer
to the essential meaning of the word.2
Two examples show what an indiscriminate translation by
the English personal pronoun of lDÐ) with a suffix leads to.
Cant. V:6

ìì ¡l:

l'1ß

I.

ì

tt

Ð

)

has caused difficulties to the commentators because of the use of
lDÐJ in it. Johnson comments on this passage as follows: "4.V.
'my soul failed when he spake. 'R.V. 'My soul had failed me

I K 2852 +K
2 Ges.-B,, sub

I

9662
t>oce.

I

31.
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(mgn.:-Heb. roent forth) when he spake.' This is taken to
mean (in line with the renderings of EVV) that the speaker
had fainted when she heard her lover's voice. Cf., for example,
A. Harper, C.B. (1920) in loc. On the other hand, however, 'üre
may not dismiss too readily the view (sponsored by F. Hitzig,
K.e.H. (1855), in loc.) that the consonantal text of the last word
should be associated with the Arabic d,abara e.g. IV, 'to turn
back;' for this seems to fit the context much better than the
foregoing traditional interpretation, if we then take the sentence as a whole to mean 'I myself went out on his turning
backt."

I

Whatever the expression ilR$ tlDÐl is supposed to mean in
this context, the word, without doubt, stands for the soul, not
for the girl as a whole.
In the language lDÐJ is the subject of emotions and animal
instincts, but not of physical actions as far as the whole person
is concerned. It has already been mentioned that lDÐ) was a
pre-requisite for life, and life includes all kinds of motion. This
way of employing lDÐ) seems to be very comprehensible. In
the time of primitive man science had not yet detected the
connection between the nervous system and physical actions.
Once man was in possession of ÌDSJ he was able to move, and
he did so instinctively and automatically without payrng any
attention to it. The movement was an evidence of lDÐ)'s being
in the body. It was however, his body that moved. But
emotions and instincts were something different from visible
movements, They were felt inwardly, and the subject of the
feeling was thought to be UÐ). For instance, the soul feels hunger
and is filled. By eating man fills his sotrl. The body performs the physical act of eating and the soul experiences
satisfaction when its desire (hunger) is appeased.
Johnson's second example where he wants lDÐl with a suffix
to stand for the personal pronoun in a similar way is
Judges IX:

1?
r))Þ ìrrÐ)-nN ìbutì

"4.V. 'and adventured his life far' (mgn. Heb. 'cost his li'te')
R.V. 'and adventured his life' (mgn. Heb. 'c¿st his lífe before
|

'The Vitality of the Inciiviclual

..

,' p. 20 n.

1.

I
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I
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him'). This is taken to mean (as in E.V.V.) that Gideon
hazarded or risked his life, i.e. and thus saved the people of
Shechem from the Midianites (vide comm., in loc.): but a more
likely meaning appears to be that he achieved this result
because, as we should say, 'he flung himself to the fore."'I
The same holds true of this instance as above.
Johnson takes

Job XXX:25

Etìt-ilurPb .ntff

lìrf Nb.u¡)

xb-¡*
¡'1Þ)y

to

show the "poetic parallelism" in which such a form as
discussed above "is balanced by another form with a corresponding pronominal element, i.e. a suffix or such as is involved
in the inflexion of the verb."
His translation with comment runs
"Wept I not for him that had a hard time?
Did not my lDÐ) grieve for the poor?
the second stichos comes very close to meaning,

-

or

Did not I personally grieve for the poor
Did not I myself grieve for the poor?"e

To weep is a visible action

to shed tears, whereas grieving

- carrier of which is lDÐ). The
is experiencing an emotion the
poetic parallelism is built up by two phrases expressing the
sympathy Job had felt for the unfortunate. The construction
of TlÐl with a suffix in the one case and the verbal form in
the other may be an instance of some form of poetic licence
ûhere the author uses an older way of expressiolr in the
second stichos in accordance with the usus loque¡tdi based on
a conception from maybe older times.
1 ibi¿L, p. 20 n.
:r

I

ibid., p.

20.

1.
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b) U¡¡ índicating the indiuídual.
alone was frequently used simply to indicate somebody
in possession of the life-giving power. \Mhen the Hebrew said
IlÐJ he often meant this idea, just as we do with'somebody;'r
aliquis. But, noto bene,when it is used in this sense it always
stands alone. As soon as it stands before another noun it takes
the sú¿t¿s constructus and is used in the sense ois. when the
expression is used in the codes, the thought behind the words
is'anybody' (in possession of the vital force).
It is, therefore, somewhat difficult to see the correctness of
those translations which interpret lDÐ) by 'one,' 'one of a kind.'
König gives for ¡Þil: UÐJ (Lev' XXIV:18)'one of the species
cattle.'2 Aurelius mentions several passeges where he presumes that ltjÐ) indicates 'one of a kind''3
1?Ð)

In Lev. XXIV:

1?

trïN lrÐ)-bl il:r': lrjrNì
it is impossible to think of lDÐ) as meaning 'one' (man) '
ÞÐ) here is a part of the whole expression lDÐ) 'Ð i1:;1
(uide p. 271, and literally translated means: 'if anybody
destroys the ltÐ) of somebody' t"e. 'if anybody kills somebody.' The same expression is used in Lev' XXIV: 18 where

the question is one of killing a cow. The sense of this passa.qe
is: 'if anybody kills (destroys the !?Ð) in) an animal, he must
give in return Ltfe r.or life.' vÐ) nnn uÐ). In this later part of
ih" p"rrug" lüÐ) has exactly the same sense as in the former:
'a lif e lor a lif e' the 'liJe' of the cow'

-

In Num. XXXI:46
1bn rutu;1lDlD Þìtl l¿tÐ:ì
can hardly be thought of as "'one' man'" '' ' and of human

Iífe, is the coÛect translation. Here the concern is with human

r The English language uses 'body:' 'nobody,' 'somebody,' 'anybody;'
the Hebrew uses lDÐ) as representing the whole creature'
:¿ HAW, subìDÐ),. Strack, KKHS I, too, gives the translation:"und wer
ein Stück Vieh tot schlägt . . ,"
:r 'Förestâllningar i Israel om de döda . . ,' p. 6? sqq'
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life in general and lrÐJ is 'the principle of life in human beings;'
lDÐ) is here used in the same way as when counting 'per capita.'
Lev. XXII: 11 seems to have been somewhat wrongly understood. fJP UÐ is not "'one' slave." The passage runs:

rhis means, :,;
not literallyi'l)P'- buy; t ÐJ-

::::,,,but it
";:::ill ""ii:;;:
sìave;ìÐÞ:
ir)p- for his
is

one;

money. lÐÐ) does not belong to

\

f)j), but the words tÐÐ) f)p form
one expression in this sentence. Ges.-B. gives this expression
the meaning "Erwerb des Geldes, gekauft." 1 So in ttiis sentence läÐ) means 'somebody,' a 'living being.'
f1)p is status constructus of iì)p and must consequently be followed by its determining word. He has bought a läÐ) as his property. If the words
IJP lPÐ) belonged together in one expression iì)¡) must take
stoúus obsolutr¿s(p:¡:l.tn fact Aurelius gives this word in stotus
absolutus, but this is not in accordance with the Hebrew text.
The correct translation runs: "But if a priest buy any lDÐ) with
his money." It is not 'buys o n e slave,' but ,buys any lDÐ) with
the purchase of his money.' Consequently the sense of the
passage is: "If a priest buy a slave with his money', for, a man
whom one buys with the purchase of one,s money is the same
as a slave. This in any case does not justify the interpretation

of ìDÐ) by 'one.'
lDÐ) can indicate an individual, but it n e v e r takes the
place of 'one,' 'one of a kind.' It emphasizes the fact that the
subject referred to is in possession of vitality and not the
'units' of that vitality. Aurelius seems to have arrived at a
false conclusion in declaring (apart from contradicting himself) 2 that lüÐ) can also indicate the unit of lifeless things.

I sub
it)p; HEL: "Thing got or acquiled,

acquisition, thing acquirecl
by purchase."
s 'Föreställningar i Israel om de döda...,' pp. 6?, 68, 68 n. l.

CHAPTER II

lltÐ) end i1'll

When lÐÐ) is understood in the way lnentioned in the previous chapter the attention of the reader must be drawn to the
fact that the term stands for the longer expression: iïl'Î lüÐ), or
¡rnilUÐ).It will be proved that this means literally the 'principle of life,' ois uitalis. lDÐJ alone means nothing else than ui.s,
a kind of mysterious inexplicable potency. Only when the
reference is quite obvious can the iimiting definition be dropped
and lDÐ) alone represent the whole idea' In the expression
;lrn(il) läÐ) its last part defines the first part to a certain
extent. But it also happens that i'ïll is implied alone representing the whole expression.
Ps. LXXVIII:50

nrÞÞ lun-N!
ì'18;1 ìf'l) Diììnl

trrDÐ)

Ps.

not their ÌlrÐ) from death,
but gave their l1ìll over to pestilence.
. . he spared

CXLIII:3

'ttÐ) f ììN ì.''t-ì r:
.n.n l.t.lNl N:l
Job XXXIII:

For the enemy has Persecuted mY
myiïlldown to

UÐ), he hath smitten
the ground.

18

nnur-r:Þ luÐ) 'j?rnr

nbn: t:yÞ ìnrnt

He keepeth back his lDÐ)from the pit.
and his ntfi from perishing bY the
srvord.
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Job XXXIII:22

ilrÐ) nnurb:.rPnì

trìnÞÞ)'lnìnl

Yea, his lÐÐ) draweth near unto the
grave, and his iltll to the destroyers.

Job XXXIII:28

nnu: ''ì:pÞ

rn.n,ì

(He hath delivered) He wilt deliver
my lllÐ) from going into the pit, and
my iïl.Î shall see the light.

l9): nÞ¡
DrwìP: trnrnì

Their UÐJ dieth in youth, and their
illll is among the unclean.

'ruÐ)

¡Nìn lìN:
Job XXXVI:

;11Ð

14

trrrÐ:

Job XXXIII:20

trnb ìnrn ìllÞi1n

¡ìxn b:xn ìuÐ)ì

So that his i'ilfl abhorreth blead, and
his l!ÐJ food of desire.

Job XXXVIII:39
nrnì

lìtâ ñ.:bb ìì3nit
xbnn

n'l'¡:

Wilt thou hunt the prey for the lion
or fill the ill|.1 of the young lions.

cf. Prov. VI:30

:ìJt. r: f:lb ìtìf.-Nb
:9ìt t: ìr¿¡: xbnb

Men do not despise a thief, if he
to satisfy his ÞÐ) when he is

steal

hungry.
The three last instances show that iiìfl and lDÐ) can both imply
the carrier of instincts and emotions. r
Budde comments in his translation of Job XXXIII: 20:,'i.tìft
ist hier zwar auch Synonym zu lDÐ) aber in andrer Bedeutung
als v. 18 u.s.w., für Lebenstrieb, Gier, Esslust; ebenso
XXX.VIII:39, wo es ïJÐ) nicht neben sich hat, in der Verbindung
2
nrn NbÞ wofür Jer. XXXI: 25, Prv. VI: B0 t ÐJ NrÞ

-"

t

ct. supra, p, 33
III.

2 HAT

t

h

sqq
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Budde's comment deviates from the teading idea in this work'
UÐ) is not 'Lebenstrieb, Gier, Esslust;' it is the active potency
in these instincts.

iltn(n) UÐ) rrrc

foll exprcr¡lon for uis uli¿ølis'

where iltfl appears in the old Testament in connection with
t
ltÐ) it has been taken as an adiective. Koehlêr, ç"t'-"', 'Siegfried und Stade'z class the expression under rh as the masc'
form of the adjective of whichiltll forms the fem' Butiïflin this
expression is a noun' though in construction it is the fem'{
form of ìil.¡ As such it is considered by Fürst and Briggs
too. The former of these scholars deals with the expression lDÐ)
ilh under;Trl and he too claims that iltf¡here is a noun.6 He draws6
the attention to the fact that l'1lll is used parallelly with lrÐ).
The above-mentioned suggestion that lDÐ) and il'n stand, either
of them separately, for the whole expression, agrees with thisI
statement and explains the reason for this fact. i1ñ is 'vitaly,'
and since l?Ð) is the mysterious power which causes life, iïfl lDÐ)
means literally uis uitalis,'principle of life" -- The same expression is foúnd in Arabic: nafsu-I-hajati (the soul of life).a
This circumstance appears more distinc.tly in Gen' I:21' The

Hebrewwayofthinkingismoreobviousherebecauseillflin

this case takes the definite article i1ìfÌil, which emphasizes the
use of i1ìll in its quality of a noun' The same can be said of
Gen. IX: 10; Lev. XI: 10, 46, where i1!ll takes the definile article
in this same expression.

JohnsonmakesadistinctionbetweenillllinGen.Il:7and
theothercaseswhereitappearsinconnectionwithllÐ).There
1 LVTL,
:r

Hw.

s The fem' form is used in other words connected with the idea of
vitatity, such as UÐ), f1l, and ¡¡gr¡; cf. flñ 'Mutter Erde"
I JBL XVI, P. 19.
ã,HChW.
ti So also LVTL, sub II ¡r¡.
7 oid,e e.8. HAW, sub II ¡t¡'
f'AEL, srrb 'nofsirn.'

fl
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he wants it to be an adjective, whereas he declares that here
the expression "is used with a collective force to denote creatures of the 'animal' world in the narrow sense, i'e. other than
man." In the latter case according to him ilìll is a noun "(li.t.
'living thing', i.e. 'animal')". I
The instances, however, where lTll UÐ) appears, do not clearly
show the reference to the animal world. On the contrary they
are distinctly used in the selÌse given above to the expression:
'principle of life.' There is no point in making a difference
in the use of iïFl in this expression in different cases.
Gen. I:20
D.Þ;t ìylt r Þ.il5ñ ìÞNl

And God said: The water nìaY

Push

lDÐ) and fowl may
1Ðrg. Tt'ì ¡,n uÐ) r.lu out a swarm of i''llll
in the oPen firearth
the
Y'Pr ')ÐA!: frNillt fly above

mament of the heaven.

ÐìÞl¿ti1

Gen. I:21

And God created the great

Þì)r)nil-nN tr.i1t$ *l:rì
ilrnil ïJÐ)-b: nNì Þ.bl);l

trrÞ;'t 'ìy.lt¿, ..ìt N nuÞìil
F|):
ìt-b: nNì Ð¡),Þ5

'ti1)'Þ5

Gen. I:24

ì/lñ;1 ñ3tn Þ.¡5ñ

t

Þ''ìì

-ìÞN''l

¡ÞJf ¡)rÞT iln

ilIÞl

urÐ)

F.t$-ln'nì

,

whales
and every i'lìfli1 lDÐ)that moveth which
the waters brought forth after their
kind and every winged fowl after his
kind.

And God said: Let the earth britrg
forth iïñ llrÐ) after its kind, cattle and
creeping thing and beasts of the
earth after its kindl

Gen. I:30

n*¡-bit uÞll 5:b
. iÌìn uÐ) ì:-ì'üt{

Gen. IX:

10

tttN il.nn urÐ)-b: nñl

*::l ¡n¡:: Ty:

Ð:nN
DfnN rlñi1 nrn

to every thing that creepeth
upon the earth wherein there is

, . And

ilnuÐ)...

And God made a covenant with Noah

iïflil l!Ð) that is with you
in the fowl, in the cattle, and in
and with all

every beast of the earth with You.

r 'The Vitality of the Individual
p¡¡ and Briggs JBL XVI, P. 19.

L

,' p. 23 and n. 2. -

cf

.HEL,

st¿b

MtnreM SEr.rcsoN
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Gen. IX:

And God said: This is the

12

Ìn: !)t{ tuñ nlt:il-nìN
urÐ)-!: ffì E¡:ì)ìfì r)'f
tr)nR .ìult ilrn
Gen. IX: 15
!)t: l.¿'N 'nr.ì:-nN lntlìfl,l
uÐ)'b:
E¡:ìJr:ì

iln

rfì

ìuf-b:f

Gen. IX:

tr)ìy

Lev. XI:10
ìrÐ)D ìb-fÌ{ ì?Jñ t:ì
Þ.þn)fì tr'Þìf nurp?Jpì
urÐ) bfÞt tr,Þil rìu 5:Þ
n¡ FPt¿r tr,Þ: 'ïrN ilrn¡'l

Lev. XI:46
b:t 1tu;rr ¡Þilr¡ nrn nñl
DrÞf nuÞti'l ilrnn uÐ:
n

you.

And I will think of my cot,enant
between me and between you and
between all iïfl l?Ð) in any flesh.

n'rf An eternal covenant between God

iln UJÐ)'):
Frxil-b9

Ìrìtn-by

iTll that is with

16

f:ì Þr¡bñ.lf
.1"P:-):f
ìltN

token of the covenant which I make
between me and you and every lDÐ)

rruil

r¿¡¡-b:bt

and any ilrn UÐ:
upon earth.

in any flesh that is

And all that have not fins and scales
in the seas, and in the rivers, of 'all
that move in the waters, and of any
ilìffi UÐ) which is in the water, they
shall be an abomination unto you.
This is the law of the câttle and of
the fowl, and of every iïfÎi1lDÐ) that
¡noveth in the water, and of every
lüÐ) that creepeth upon the earth.

Ezek. XLVII:9

-ïDH illn UÐ)-b: ¡ttì
;. . [.'ìlD,

And it shall be that every iltn UJÐJ
which ¡noveth.. ..

As for this same expression in Gen. II:

19

¡ìÞ'ü ñtil iltn uÐ) DìNil ìb-lrtPì .ììrN b:ì
all commentators are of the opinion that it must be a later
addition to the context which increases the difficulties of
giving a good translation of this passage.
In Gen.IX: 12, 15 and 16 it is hard to realize why itlll lDÐ)
should refer to animals only. Noah was not the only human sur-
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vivor bf the Great Flood.r Having saved those whom he wanted
to save God made â covenant with all of them, men and animals.
In Gen. I:30; IX: 10, 15, and 16 it is clear that ilrnfi) UÞ)
refers to the vital principle i n a creature.
The translation of ilrn(l) ìtÐ: as'living creature' is justified
in the rest of the passages mentioned as a free interpretation.
But the Hebrew thought behind the words is: the 'vital force,'
'the principle of life' taken as a whole for the living being. e
Pedersen descrities how the whole of man is soul, how this
accordpotency fills every part of him. This leads the author
:
to say 'and man became a
ing to the conception of his time
the active power in ¡tran which
ilrn ïrÐ1,' atthough this means
'the
soul in its outward form." I
enlivens him. "The body is

1 cf. Gen. VII 18; VII: 1, 7, t3; VIII: 16, 18.
¿ In Gen I:24 and IX: 10 ?ìfihrllì; ?llli1 lìrlf illl may refer
meaning'in plants or anything living.
to tvitality:' 'any vltallty oo
to deal with this interesting'problem ln an
The present author hopes"""[h,'

-article to be published in the near tuture.
$

'fsrael.. f,t p.

1?1 sgg.

¡

fl

H

CHAPTER III

llÐ) h¡¡ IGVGF EG.rl r pul of lhc body.

Another tránslation given to lDÐ) is 'throat' or 'neck'. This interpretation of the word has been suggested only in Akkadian,'
Hebrew and Ugaritic. The first language in which this sense
of NPS has been suggested was Akkadian. r Holma describes
how the sense of the term has been developed from its meaning of 'life' to that of 'throat,' the throat being the part of man
in which he is most easily mortally wounded. z But this
constitutes no reason for the adoption of the suggested meaning. It is as easy to strike a man in the heart with a sword
as to cut through his bronchial passage. Dhorme inspired by
this new interpretation of the Akkadian napiitu tried to trace
the same sense in the Hebrew ItÐ). He too allowá the sense
'throat' to be developed from soul: "l'âme, souffle vital et principle de vie" as being "l'organe par excellence d'où sort le souffle
vital, le canal de respiration, à savoir Ia gorge et plus spécialement la pârtie visible de la gorge, le cou."3 After Dhorme,
Dürr{ and Weillr' have added to the list of instances where
the word might be translated in this way.
Dürr, however, makes objections against the presumption
that 'throat' may be taken âs, the seconda{y sense of NPS. "Das
ursprüngliche ist, wie auch H. Holma, Körperteile 41, annimmt

I Jensen, KB III1, p. 143 n. !'
: 'Die Namen der Körperteile im

Assyrisch-Babylonischen,' p, 4l

3 'Lemploi métaphorique des noms de parties
t Z,ATW 1925, N.¡'. 2, p. 262 sqq.
5 ZATÌV 1926, N.tr'. 3, pp. 62-63.

du corps

..

,' Þ. 19.
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und wie die einzelnen Uebergänge vom physischen zum geistigen
Hunger und Durst der neJeð usw. zeigen, die rein sinnliche
Bedeutung .: Gurgel, Kehle, dann Hals. Von hier aus tritt
der "Atem" in die Erscheinung, die Kehle ist das Organ, darum
napi,étu : Atem. Der Atem aber ist dem Altorientalen das
Prinzip des Lebens, so wird dann nopiõúu .-- Atem auch das
Lebensprinzip und der Träger aller niedrigen Lebensfunktionen.tt I

As regards the Ugaritic text, which has not beerr known
years, this interpretation has
been a help, when the sense has been difficult to arrrve at. e
Finally Johnson, relying upon these translations agrees with
Dürr in seeing "reason to believe that the original meaning of
NPS was 'throat' or 'neck'." He is ready to undersl,and "a
transition in meaning to that of 'breath' (if this be the true
sequence) .... even though there be no certain example of its
use in this way." 3 Johnson has pointed out that in "Israelite

for more than about twenty

thought psychicai functions have close physical associations,"

which circumstance motivates the interpretation of lDÐ) by
'throat.'] But when the idea of soul is ascribed to priinitive
mind, it is presupposed that this is thought of as something
material, a'soul-stuff.' õ
Somc of the instances which have been taken to prove the
meaning of. nøpiétu to be 'throat' will suffice to show the emor
in this rvay of understanding the word.

In CT. XVII. 9 the parts of the human body which are

ially vulnerable to demons and evil spirits are

espec-

enumerated,

Regarding these a striking parallel can be found in the removing of lðtar's ornaments on her descent to the nether regions
almost the same parts being considered
- and the same
-order
of vulnerability being observed.
1 Z'ATW 1925, N.F, 2, p, 269.
If the present author has understood
- sa¡ne opinion as Dürr as regards the
Holma correctly, he is not of the
sequence of the meanings of the word, cf. suprc.
? Gordon, 'Texts in Transliteration,' 6?: I: 7; Albright, BASOR 83,
1941, p. 4l and n. 15.
:i 'The Vitality of the Indiviclual ..,' p. ll.

I ibid., p. 9.
; cl. su¡ro, p. 23.

I

trIrnrev Snr,tcsoN

{tt

Iðtar's descent (CT XV 45-48 KAR Nr

CT XVII.9

(M 29
qaqqadu
napr,Étu

kiiadu

irtu
qablu

qøtu
sepu

Nr

2)

1

and p. 321) Obv.
1.42 agû

t1oqqødu

(crown)
(head)
1.45 insabdte
uzna
(rings)
(ears)
L48 erim,mate
kzsadu
(necklace)
(neck)
t 7l dudinate
irtu
(breast ornaments)
(bosom)
1.54 .{it¡bu aban ald.dr ... qable
(girdle with birth (hips)
stones 1 )
1.57 ienttr€
. qate u iepe
(bracelets)
(hands and feet)
l'¡alti
1.60 subat
zulnTu
(cloth for puden- (body)
dum)

it must be supposed
that she was dressed only in those ornaments, which can be
No mention is made of IÉtar's garments so

Ctay figurine. Andrae, 'Die Archaischen Ischtar-Tempel
picture 39, p.

I

in

Assur',

54.

"Les 'pieues d'accouchement' étaient évidemment portées comme un

talisman destiné à procurer aux femmes des couches faciles,"

'La magie Assyrienne..,' p. ll0.

Fossey,
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considered as some form of amulets, i.e. she had only protected

those parts of the body which were considered to be vulnerable to attack by evit spirits.r In every case the parts in the
two enumerations are equal. Thus it can be concluded that
napiÉtu and uznu refer to the same regions. In CT. XVII.9 the
most apparent regions of. naptÉtu are aimed at and in the story
of Iðtar the 'ears' stand for those easily hurt parts.
In 'Maqlû'e the same parts of the human body appear again.
Here different deities are enumerated as protecting the vulnerable parts of the body:
qaqqad.u

pãnu (corresponds to napiitu. In the text only po remains, but
the complete word, almost with certainty, is .pa-lni-ia)).
KLSACLU

ida
zufiLru

trtu
3ãpc*

In CT XVIL 20--21,80 sqq. (M 3b I sqq.) are mentioned
the parts of a sick person's body that are to be bound. These
are given in the same order: qaqqadu, kii¡dd'u, napiÉtu'
meÉr-eti.

tl

In Be, A vol. VI (1) Nr.
6

84,3 sqq.

.(iqii lnurasim Éa uzniia (4) 1 si,qil lutrdsirn

í;o.

pani

napÉõtr'ða

(na-ap-Éa-ti-Éa),1

stand for 'throat.' One
person cannot have many throats. Holma loc. cit., explains
a parallel-form of. napiitu' Schorr
napiatiia as s(.: napÉatu
5
(Nasenlöcher).
suggests here'nostrils'

it is rather obvious that nøpiotä cannot

I cf. Van Buren, OrNS XlV, (1945) p. 23.
I 'Die Assyrische Beschwörungssammlung 'Maqlt' neu
Meier, Talel VI, 11. 1-8 p. 41.

bearb.

v.

G.

n l{ere napiÉtu may be used to abbreyiate the text as t¡reõ¡ãúi (the
members) covers more than one part (hancls and feet). cf .infta, p' 50-51.

t
¡

ui.de

infra p.

5L.

Delitzsch, in
'Altbabylonische Rechtsurkunden. . , II,' p. B1;
'Handel und Wandel in Altbabylonien,' suggests "Brust," but queries it.
(p. 55 n. 58).

I

I

ùl¡nr¡M
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In the enumerations quoted above it is easily

established

that the other parts of the body are mentioned by their proper
names. only the anterior part of the head including the ears
furnish any variation in expression: ponu (facel, uzn'u (ear),
and napiitu. Besides it seems awkward to conceive of a separate
gnumeration of the front and the back of the neck as far as
binding them is concerned, and the inside of the neck, the
throat, cannot be bound. It is tempting from this to errive at
the conclusion that qaqqadur stands for the back of the head,
and that naptitu in these cases refers to the anterior part of it.
t
But this must be understood indirectly.
48, 51 and 55) the parts mentioned in
are emphasized. without doubt this has been

In the illustrations (pp'
the quoted texts

done intentionallY.

When napr,Étu indicates the 'eyes,' tnose,' 'mouth,' 'ears' or
the whole face it refers to napíitu in the sense it has been
shown to hold, the uis uitalis. The particular organ which is
named is mentioned as one of the corporeal parts in which the
function o1 naptðtu is especially perceived. Nopiðútr. is not used
in the sense of tnose,t 'ears,' 'mouth' or 'eyes,' but as referring
to the potency in the function of these organs, which are the
organs of four of the senses. Thus nopiðtu is never the
word for a particular part of the body, but for the potency
acting in this Part:
It is striking that napßtu when used thus only implied the
anterior part of the head including the ears. The only explanation of this fact can be that the other parts enqmerated
are connected with copulation and childbirth. . Hands and feet
are thought to be especially sensitive. But in the function of
I The part of the

head covered by hair, since the hair, containing
much of the 'soul-stuff', (cf. Crawley, The Mystic Rose I, p' 161 sqq') is
especially vulnerable to evil spirits'
2 (IV 3b I sqq.) Fossey, in 'La magie Assyrienne.,' translates line
ll, na-píi-tø-iu ru-kus-mo (p. 218) "lie son corps" (p' 219) but on p'
466 he comments on this passage: "nopiÉtu designe proprement l'âme, et
par suite la personne; peut-être aussi n'est-ce qu'un euphémisme pour
désigner le membre viril, en sumérien ZI-PA-GIRI, vie-bâton-fondeThis suggestion corresponds to the Arabic use ol
ment."
(bide AEL, sub uoce.)
pudendum.
nolsun lot
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Andrae, 'Die Archaischen Ischtar'-Ternpel

in Assur,' Pl. 28 c

the organs of the other senses the action of napi$tt¿ is ¡nore
striking.
This explains the plural of napiif,u in
BE,A Vol. VI (1) Nr. 84, 3.sqq.'
'6 shekels gold on her ears and a total of 1 shekel gold on the
rest of the organs for the senses.'
In this case it can be the eyes. To the eyes was ascribed a
quite special power, and this is probably why in the picturcs
this organ is always most emphasized.z As Pedersen remarks.
the word i1!tl
- 'to see,' implies not only the fu¡rction of the
eyes, but practically any sensory function; heat, for example,
was 'seen,' as were hunger and death. 3
t

aide supra, p.

49.

't ct. infro, p. 31, 'evil eye.'
3 'Israel.., I,' p. 100.
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As for the medical text in K 191 II 2?, where Küchler suggests as the translation of napiÉtu 'rectum,' or better 'throat.'
this interpretation of the word need not be considered the only
possibility. | édtu, by which word Küchler understands "der
Krankheitswind" is, of course, the evil spirit which has caused
a disease. But spirits were supposed to be able to enter and
leave a body by other waYs too.
Baldensperger tells of a woman who "was struck dumb by
terror, and ran into the house, but could show only by signs
that something extraordinary had happened. Immediately a
sheikh from Saknet Abu Darwîsh, near by, was fetched, who
brought his sacred books ghost-books - and' to begin
with, administered a severe flogging to the patient; then, burning incense all the time, he began questioning - 'Who art
thou?' (Ghost) (out of th.e wom'an) 'A Jew.' 'How cam'st thou
hither?' 'I was killed on the spot.' 'Where art thou come from?'
'I am from Nablûs.' 'When wast thou killed?' 'Twelve years
ago.' 'Come forth of this woman!' 'I will not.' 'I have fire here
and will burn thee.' 'Where shall I go out?' 'From the little
toe.' 'I would like to come out by the eye, by the nose, etc''
After long disputing, the ghost with a terrible shake of the
e
body and the leg, fled bY the toe."

Another story is told by Curtiss: A young woman was
possessed by an evil spirit. A "holy man commanded the spirit
to come out of her. He replied, 'I will come out of her head''
'But if you do,' said the holy man, 'you will break her head''
'Then,' said the spirit, 'I will come out from her eye'' 'No,' said
the holy man, 'you will destroy it.' At last he proposed to come
3
out of her toe and this was permitted."
Josephus once saw "Eleazar draw out a malignant demon by
holding a ring under the nose of the possessed man, uuder the
seal of which r /as one of the roots recommended by solomon.
he drew out the
By these means, with niagical incantations,
¡
evil demon through the man's nostrils."

-

1 'Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Assyrisch-Babylonischen Medizin,' p. 91'
2 PE¡', 1893, p. 214, (Thompson, 'semitic Magic ' ' ,' p' 105')
e 'Prim¡tivc Semitic Religion to-day,' p. 152.
{ 'Antiquitatum Iudaicarum epitoma,'VIU S 46-49 (p' 98, 1' 5 sqq')
English translation by Thompson, 'semitic Magic ' ',' p' 106'
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Among the Assyrians mere glancing at a dead body could
require a purifying ceremony. This is clear from a ritual tablet
published by Zimmern:
"When a man looketh upon a corpse and the spirit íetirnmt)
seizeth upon him. ..
Thou must sanctify the dwelling (?), lay down upuntu¡neal

.

Thus the spirit could enter through the eyes by the man
glancing at the corpse.
Doughty tells of a man who intended to descend a well: "They
stopped his ears with cotton (lest the demons, by those ingates,
should enter into the man)." ?
Furthermore the attention must be drawn to the very genelal
practice of closing the eyes of the dead. The Jews do not only
close the eyes, they also put a potsherd on each of the eyes of
the dead.3 This last mentioned custom has been explained as
a means of preventing the dead from finding their way back
to the living. r It has, however, also been regarded as a preventive against the passage of a spirit through the eyes. n
These instances will suffice to prove that the medical text 'ì
does not necessitate the translation of napßtu by 'throat.' The
word here is taken in the same sense as in the examples mentioned above.
Further evidence lor napiítu as 'throat' Dùrr finds in expressions for killing. ? The generally acknowledged translation
of parú resp. pr¿?'r?¿'u napiita by "das Leben jemandes abschneiden" does not satisfy him. He takes instances such as
Sanherib Prisma (T R 37-42) V
iiltah.u parr' napiate
and

bO:

r

English translation by 'l'hompson,
'. . Ritualtafeln . . ,' p. 164, Nr. 52.
p.
Magic
26.
.
.
'Semitic
,'
e '. . Arabia Deserta II' p. 190,
3 Bodenschatz, 'Kirchliche Verfassung der heutigen Juden. ., IV,'

p.

174.

4 Frazer,

JAI XV, p.

t;"ii:?i;;"::

6 tsíde supra p,

7

ZA\W,

?1.

vorste'unsen vom Zustande nach dem

i:""ttischen

52,
1925, N.F. 2,

p.264.
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ino ussið¿ zo,qti uparrt nopiÅtím
and he is of the opinion that "damit kann nur die Gurgel oder
der Hals gemeint sein."
As a proof of this interpretation of the mentioned passages
he refers to the pictures in Meissner's work (Bd. I Taf. Abb. 55)
where the spear or arrow according to him always seems to be
in the throat. "Always," however, is exaggerated, for only one
of the men in the picture Dürr refers to seems to have a spear
in his throat.
A most peculiar way of trying to convince the reader of the
meaning 'throat' in such cases as this is his dealing with Enüma
elið IV 31, where Marduk in the assembly of gods "bei seiner
Belehnung mit dem Schwerte den Auftrag erhäIt: a-lik-ma napåá-tu-ui p7t-ru-'-ma d.h. Geh, der Tiamat schlag den }Ials ab!
Dagegen spricht nicht, dass Marduk nachher tatsächlich den
Leib der Tiamat mit dem gewaltigen Speere zerteilte." r
Against this it may be remarked that in the Old Testarnent
are found instances of killing by thrusting of a sword through
the abdomen. 2
Without doubt the expression mentioned by Dürr must be
compared with the Hebrew llrÐJ 'Ð il)¡ 3,

The expression kt¿nulc naptÍti (KB VI(1)46 Rev. 3.6.) is not
"Halssiegel." The other suggestion Holma offers is more in
accordance with what has been said above: "Talisman, Amulett." a The expression did not originate, as has been supposed, from the wearing of the seal around the neck.6
The comparison with kunuk kiéadi or aban ki.åddio is no
evidence for napt^itu meaning 'throat.' Dürr remarks that

t

Heidel, 'The Babylonian Genesis,' p.

37,

translates correctly: ,'Go

and cut off the life of Ti'amat."
, II Sam. II: 23; III: 27; XX: 10.
it oíde supra, p, 27,

I 'Die Namen der Körperteile . . ,' p. 41.
op. cit., p. 41, suggests a comparison with kurytk

5 Holma,

"Halssiegel."
0 Dürrr ZATW, 1925, N.F. 2, p.

oban ki5ddi.

263,

suggests

kßAdi,

the comparison with
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Clay figurine. Andrae, 'Dle Archaischen Ischtar-Tempel
picture 42, p. 55.
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in

Assur,'

everybody knows how the Akkadians cârrid the seal and says
that the cireumstqnce of its being hung on the neck is enough
to justify the intetpretation of. napíétu in this connection by

."{r. i..

56
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'throat,' 'neck.'r But, although ,kunukku' is a seal, usually an
inscribed stone, not every stone is a'kunukku., Hence,
if. 'abnu,
(stone) cannot take the sense of 'kunukku'still
less can napiÉttt
take the sense of ktðddu (throat).
The ancient Assyrians believed in a countless númber of
demons and evil spirits, and they ascribed the origin
of all
accidents to them. Therefore everybody had to g,r""-a
against
them. One of the ways of protecting oneself against these
dangerous potencies was the wearing of amulets, *ni"f,
seems
to have been common in all layers of Assyrian society. e And
apparently kunuk napßtr \¡/as among these protectivà charms.
"Zauberzeichen" are signs and pictures carved into things or
-other
surfaces, and supposed to have power to inflict harm
or
good upon a certain person or animal or even upon
a thing. s
Fossey describes the'seals' as being engraved. in hard
stone
and he is of the crpinion that if these cylinders were used
as
seals this was a secondary and derived usage. {
The above explains the differing expressions for apparenily
the same thing.
aban ktiadi; a stone on the neck used as a phylactery.
kunuk ktiadi: a stone furnished with some inscription worn
round the neck and used as an amulet.
kunuk napiiti: an inscription to ward off evil spirits.6
It must also be mentioned. that nøpi,ótu is nãt met with in
the XV:th Tablet of the Series UAR_ra :
þubullu where the
parts of the body are enume""tãa, This fact
shows that the
Akkadians did not,conceive of napiitu as a part
of the body.
Neither can the suggested translation of the Ugaritic
np5 by
'throat' be considered correct.
67:I:7

1. 6 ....... ....,......lyrt
1. 7 bnpi.bn tlm.mt

r ZATW, 1925, N.F, 2, p.268.
2 Tallqvist,
'Maqlû,' pp. 1g_20,
3 Haltsonen, KA II,
'Suomalaisista taikamerkeistä,,

rate, p. l.

| 'La

magie Assyrienne
s ct. ínfra. p. 66.

..

,' p, l0g sqq.

p. 2, and

Refe_
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Gordon translates this sentence: "thou shalt indeed go down
into the throat of the god Môt."1
This is again an instance where npõ must be referred to one
of the groups into which the activities of NPS in the body can
be divided. npJ is here the willing and deciding element in the
body; one of the qualities ascribed to the soul. The translâtion
of the passaÉae, as wili be suggested here, runs: 'Thou shalt be
at the mercy of the god Môt.'

Anat was threatened by death
-'Because
thou didst smite Lôtân, the writhing serpent
Didst destroy the crooked serpent

Verily thou shalt go down to the mercy of the God Môt.'
(thou shalt depend on his will.) 2
cJ. the corresponding use of lDÐJ in Hebrew:

Gen.

XXIII:8
D:lrÐ)-n¡{,?rr-Þñ If it

be your mind

Deut. XXI:14

¡rir¡:b nnnburì

.

. then thou shalt let her go whither

she will

II

Kings IX:

15

tr:t¿Þ¡ lr!-trt{

Jer. XXXIV:

trÞÐ)b

XXVII: 12
ì'ty lt Ð:f ì¡:nn-bN

I 'A

be your mind

16

trruÐn trnnbu-.'ltDrì
Ps.

If it

. . whom ye had set

at liberty at their

pleasure

Deliver me not over unto the will of
mine enemies.

comprehensive Translation.

.

,' p. 38.

Albright, BASOR

- I have (already)
p. 41, translates the same passage: "Verily
down into the throat of Death, son of the Gods."
1941,

z

i

I

6?:

I: l-?.

83
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In Hebrew Dhorme suggests that Jonah in II: 6 uses läÐJ in the
sense of 'throat.' When Jonah cries out ltÐ)-tt DrÞ r¡ìÐÐN.
according to Dhorme he is saying: "les eaux m'ont environné
jusqu'à la gorge."l Johnson, too, is of this opinion and he
renders the passage
"Water encompassed me up to the neck (tDÐ)Ig)
The deep surrounded me.
Reeds were entwined about my head."
He compares this verse to
Ps.

LXIX:2

ìllf t:

t)y.lrì;l
ftÐ)-llt trrÞ

Þrnbñ

Save me, O God; for the waters are
come l?Ð)-'1!

At the same time Johnson expresses his doubt whether
interpretation is warranted in the case of

a simiìar

Ps. CXXIV:4, 5 r

v.4
¡bn: .¡l¡otp DìÞn rtN
ì)ltÐ)-b9

¡:g

'Ihen the waters had overwhelmed
us, the stream had gone over ìilDÐJ

v,5
Þrbil ì)lDÐ:-bg 'Uy

'tS Then the proud waters had gone over
trr¡ìTÎ¡ tj¿rÐ)
Regarding Jonah, i f ì¡tÐ) is to be supposed to refer to a part
of the body it is hard to see why it should be 'throat' or 'neck.'

This interpretation can only have originated in the translations
of the Akkadian texts mentioned. When the water encompasses
someone up to the throat it is not as clangerous as when the
water reaches the mouth; then life is in danger. In verse I ItJÞj
is used in the sense of sot¿l. The translation of ll.ÐJ in v. 6 by
'neck' and in v. B by sor¿l seems awkwarcl.
Jonah tells how his life was in danger by the encompassing
water and how the reeds were entwined about his head. And
when his soul (lÐÐ)) rvas pining awav he thought of God.

I 'L'emploi métaphorique cles noms . . ,' p. 19.
: 'The Vitality ol the l¡rdividual . . ,' p. l0 and n. lì.
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Thus by 'lDÐ) the reference is not to the 'mouth' either, but
to the soul, which was in danger. Water encompassed Jonah
up to his soul since he was near drowning.
The same can be said about Ps. LXIX:2. It is somewhat hard
to see why Johnson hesitates to understand ItÐ) in Ps. CXXIV: 4,
5 in the same way as in the passages already mentioned. Ps.
CXXIV: 4, 5 are similar to the other instances where Johnson
considers'throat'to be the correct translation. It seems as if they
ought all to be interpreted in the same way. ÌltÐJ, however,
takes the sense of soul in them all.
The same sense 'throat' Johnson accepts also for

Isa. V: 14
nuÐl )ìr{tp ;r¡ìn.l;l

l:)

pn-;:) irÐ;lrtÐì

Sheol hath widened its throat aud
its ¡nouth without limit. I

opened

rf. Hab. II:5

. g:tD.

Nbt nìÞ: Nìilt ìtrÐ) bls.ur: :ìntil ìttt{
these two cxarnples lDÐ) must be undcrstood neither as
'mouth' nor as 'throat.' It is taken in the sense of the carrier
. of physical instincts and emotions and refers to the soul as the
feeler of the appetite. The soul (as the feeling potency) makes
room for more food; the soul makes itself wider in order to bc.
able to sryallow 'without limit.'
In this connection it is advisable to suggest a comparison with
the Ugaritic

hl

127:

ll
tptl.t

"His appetiie she opens tô eat." ?
npi is here used in thc satne wav as UÐ) in Hab. II: 5
npõh. . lll.tnt .

In addition to the examples rnentioned above Johnson accepts
the translation of 'ùrÐ) by 'throat' ot' 'neck' in Jolt XLI: 13; Ps.
CV: 18; Prov. XXIII: 7 a; Jer. IV; l0 ancl ("'"vith some Ìresitation") Ezck. XXIV: 21,25.
I ibíd. p. 10.
:r'A Co¡nprehensive Translation,'p. Bf.
sense

k

of 'prepare.'

-

t¡rth pr.obabl.r'here i¡r tl¡e
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It

can be of interest to glance at these instances.

Job XLI: 12-13

ììl:

Ìì?9

NIr ïììntÞ
iË¡Nì nìÐ)

:¡rbl onbn o,bn: lu¡:
hlIì

ìrÐÞ

Out of his nostrils cometh smoke,
like a pot that is heated and 'aboil'
His lPÐ) setteth coals ablaze, and
flame cometh out of his mouth.

The accepted rendering of

UrÐ)

a

in this context is 'breath.'

Johnson, however, co¡rsiders that "the reference to 'mr¡uth'
in the parallel stichos (as in Isa.v. 14, above) suggests thatrDÐ)
may well have the meaning 'throat."'I As for this suggestion it
can only be said that it constitutes a problem as to how 'the
throat' could 'set coals ablaze.' Briggs renders this passage:
"his passion or fury kindleth coars," classing the use of rDÐ) in
the group whc're ìpÐ) is considered to be the subject of the

emotions and passions. s Briggs' remark that "we should
hardly look for a primitive meaning of a word in such a pass_
age" is superfluous. The interpretation he gives seems to come
nearest the original thought. His r¿rÐ) kindles the coals
t h r o u g h the wind which arises by his passionated breathing.
Nota bene, tt,e soul (uÐ)) is the factor which causes the

breathing.
Ps. CV:

18

'whatever

ìïrÐl ¡N: btrf ì'b¡-l bl:t

ì)1,

Joseph might have wished to do, the furfilment of
his desire was held in constraint, since he was bound with iron

fetters. Thus his bqdy and his sozl were chained.
Prov. XXIII: ? a
Ñì;1

a

Ì: il¿ÐJ: ìlilr-ìÞ: r:

For this example Johnson refers to Weiil without giving any
comment of his own. Apparently he is ready to accept the
interpretation given by this scholar. { Weill, very much im_

I

'The Vitality of the Individuel ..,' p. 11, n. 2.
JBL, lgg7, XVI, p. 30.
:l Schmidt (HbAT) comments that llrÐJ in this passage is
taken in
its originol sense of ,throat.,
4 'The Vitality of the Individual . . p. 10, n. B.
,'
:¿

ì

.t
¡l
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by the result Düm has obtained, adds this instance to
list advanced by the latter. He condemns the general translation as a "pis-aller" and in changing llp to -ì!ûr ("hair") t he
suggests: "la ladrerie de I'avare, c'est comme un cheveu dans
pressed
i,lte

la gorge." e

The text seems to be corrupt, making it difficult to give an
accurate translation. 3 Weill's interpretation, based on the
Egyptian Hieratic Papyri (the 'Doctrine of Amen-em-ope'), is
not convincing. Ges.-B. accepts the reading ''U/'l¿rl D: (Syr. lc¿n¿)
and renders it: "selbstsüchtig u. berechnend ist er."r In HEL it
is written

ñì¡1 Ì: ilUÐ): ItlD-ìÞ:
and translated: "as he has calculated in his soul, so is he." It
is, however, considered dubious in the dictionary.,l
Gressmann " gives the Hebrew and the translation of the
Egyptian text side by side.
e.
230

fg 9ì

Þnb-n$ onln bx

tl

a Sei nicht. gierig nach der Habe
eines geringen Mannes

I'nÞDÞÞb l$nn b$ì

b und sei nicht hungrig rrach seinem Brote.

23r Nì;'1-il (l¿tÐ):ì!t9)

lÞ: r:

c

Die Habe eines Geringen, die ist
ein Unwetter für die Kehle,

(tsìg: lÞ ìbfì)r d und sie ist bitter (?) für

den

Hals.

1b

:n*' nnuì bì:N e Wenn er sie auch mit

falschen

Eiden erwirbt (?)

lÞy+l ìrbì f
I

cJ. BH, note od locun¿,
2 ZATW, 1926, N.F. 3, p.
3 cf, BH, note ad locut¡t'.

I sub II 'lDlD.
¡ sub II -ì9lD.

63.

l, p.271 .
In point of fact the Hebrew text in 'd' above was added by Gressmann. No such text existed in the original. (op. cit,, note ad locum),
o ZAT\ry', 1924, N.F.

?

¡Å
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There is no reason to believc' that lÐÐ) here means 'throat.'
In XXIII:6fy glcorresponds to "geringer Mann," anci ìrllÞgÐÞb

to "seinem Brote." Nobody, however, wourd think of translating the Hebrew expressions by the corresponding ones in the
Egyptian context. Apparentlv ErÐ)f .ì!Ucorresponds to "ein Unwetter für die Kehle." It rnust be admitted that the present
author is unfamiliar with the Egyptian language, and hcnce
cannot dispute whether "Kehlc'" is the correct rendering of the
Egyptian rvord. But even if this be the case, it constitutes no
reason for translating ÌltÐ) by 'throat.' The reading .lJ)Et (storm)
makes sense. Thus the translation of the expression would be:
'a storm in his läÐ).' This agrees very well with the Hebrew
conception that ì8ÐJ r,vas the carrier of emotions.
For as'(with) a storm in his lDÐ),'so is he;
Eat and drink, saith he to thee;
But his heart is nr¡t with thce.
,

Gressmann omits the suffix of the third person, bccar.¡se he

takes UÐ) as referring to the person acldressed. But it seems to
be correct to cnnceive of llJÐ) as belonging to the person spoken
of. Translating the passage in the way suggested, no change

of the Hebrew text is called for.
In a note, ad locunt, Gresstnann understands the expression
as "wie ein Unwetter in deiner Gier, so ist es (scil.Ollb)."
Jer. IV:

10

itÐ)i1-l!':ln
¡t))t
The meaning again is that life is endangered. 'The

sword
reached to theì!tÐ)'lvhich tneans: the sword almost rnade an end

of life.
Ezek. XXIY:27,25

in v. 21 E:UÐ) innn,
end in v. 25 Ë)UÐ)

NUrÞ

Johnson hesitates to accept 'throat' as the interpretation for
in these passages. Dürr has Ìrere tal<en up the explanation

17Ð)

1 Possibly to bc rcaci

lDflÞ ; c/. BH, note od

locr¿rrr
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advanced by Dhorme. Dhorme is of the opinion that since these
lwo words are synony-r bnnn must be connected with the
Arabic l.tamals. (NUÞfrom the verb Nl!t) 'carry;' l.tamala means
'carry.') He comes to the conclusion that these two words mean
simplv: 'what you wear on your neckr¿.e. ornamets. He compares
it to the Akkadian hurusu ia pøni napÈati (the golcl which is in
front of the throat) and kunuk napíiti (the seal on the throat).
But as has been shorvn 'throat' was not an adequate
translation for napiðtu here.1 The Hebrew expression is to
be understood: 'what is carried upon lüB)" lltÐ) taking the same
sense that has been given for the Akkadian expression Dhorme
takes as a comparison. e

There is little doubt that UtÐ)¡ ìn: in Isa. III:20 can be
interpreted in the same way. Dhorme's explanation is that the
breath of flowers was enclosed in the box;:t so also Marti.{
Pedersen, too, seems to have come to the conclusir¡n that rfìf
lDÐ)i1 refers to a kind of amulet,i' but wrongly assumes that a
"little box or case could be filled with souì, from the strength

of which the owner draws."{; The difference is very minute

but neverthelcss exists. The thing was carried because it added
security to its wearer since it was a protection for his ÐÐ), but
it was not a thing which added to the strength. T It can be
am
mentioned that Dürr wants UÐJn rn: to mean "Häuschen
Ilalse." He too, understands it as a kind of amulet, but wants
ìïÐ) in this expression to mean 'ncck.'*
As regards l¿ìÐ) in this same verse
- which has been translated by 'amulet' it does not exclude the same translation for
lrÐ)n rnf. HEL gives the former the meaning 'charms,' 'âmulets worn by women. c The verb lDÐ) means 'whisper,' 'charm,'
1 Dide slrprd, p. 49 sqq. and 56.
2 'L'emploi nrétaphoriquc des noms . . . ,'

N.F. 2, p.

p. 19; Dfirr, ZATW, 1925,

268.

:l 'L'emploi métaphorique dcs noms. . ,' p.
'|Das Buch Jesaja'; uide Orelli, KKHS IV.
5 'Israel. . , f,' Þ. 515 note to p. 170,
tt op, cit,, p. 1?0.
7 4. infra, p, 66, 'evil eye.'
t4 Z^TW, 1925, N.F. 2, p. 268.
1l
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and has the same sense in Ethiopic.

r

Ges._B. explains the word:
"Amurete' ars Bestandteil des Frauenputzes;
entw. im allg. Zaubermitter od. .. . summende Musche-li.;;ä;';;;"i,.i'i*"
,"
one of different kinds of amurets.
Alt
the
ornaments
the
daughters of Zion were threatened
with being deprived of
(v. 18-21) had originally been
u_riutr.,

For fsa, XXIX.
t!?Ð)
;rr)pìr¿'

cf' Num'

S

tlprlì F,pil b:ìN

ìuÐn Ty

i.r)i.rì

XI:6

;.1¡;tì :yìi.r obn. lpx: ¡,;ll
nnu,
;1)nì NÞÌil trb;;
Frr)i]ì

ilu:r

ir*r,

ìJuÐr)

'Tfìyr
Dhorme is certain that läàl is
implied in the sense of ,throat,,
the throat of the llungry one is
'empty' and of the thirsty man
,choked.,3

it is
In his effort to show that the original
sense of NpS was
'throat' Dürr wants

expressior,. *J-u, itpl)l¿, lrÐ),
ilfgl lpÐJ to
originate in the sensation- of the p"l"te.u
He takes ìrrÐJ nìg 6
as 'the throat was choked, : ,"rrg,rish.ln.,t
'anguish.,0 Moreover, if the physical the word itìI means
sensation on such
occasions is studied. the feeling
i,
ãrr" of shrinking inwardly
rather than what Dürr wants iito
¡". f' this connection it can
be asserted that uÐ).ìr¡) and Ì2Ð)
Jìrrì¡ cannot be taken for the
short and long breath in anger and
patiunce. On the
when a person becomes angry his
"orrt"""y,
breath is long and
deep.
These expressions are to ue taten
so that uÐJ is rong in patience
and stands much, but lack of endurancà
is said to be a shortening of ÌäÐ).

t LLAe, sub t¡oce.
2 cf. suprø p. 4g, The gold
on nopíStu _ as has been mentioned .was not o¡igina'v an ornament
but an
of^the.body where nopiõtø is especialì, amulet protecting a certain part

]1 ll.'emploi
ZATW,

métaphoriqu"

""i1"""0r".
a".^no... .,,1.''fe.

1925, N.F. 2, p. 26b,

I' Gen. XLII:21.
i1ì! is also the fem. form of the adjective
(uide
n

ìll which means ,narrow.,
dictionaries) But this sense of
t"i*-ìOj".tive has nothing to do
with the 'throat being choked., ,,eè
tiã iappy .oul is. wide, so the
anguished soul is narrow.,' (pedersen, ;;ir.""f
. . , I,, p. l4g)

r
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It has been shown that l!tÐ) has always been used in the sense
of soul, uis uitalis. Whenever it has seemed to stand for a part
of the body, its real sense has been traced. Taken as a part of
the human being it was not the name for a part of the body,
which was already provided with a name of its orvn.
Why must new senses be invented for a word which has a
given meaning! It has been pointed out above that ÞÐJ in the
sense of sor¿l does not refer to an abstract idea.' It was an
invisible 'soulstuff ' which was the bearer of instincts and
emotions in the body. Familiarization is lìecessary with the
thought that, in the mind of these peoples,ììDf was the abodc
of llrÐ) and the acting of 'lUl depended on the will of l¿'Ð)'
"lJÐ)
governed the body. It was the worcl for the mysterious incomprehensible potency in man he could not grasp and explain.
Being a worcl common to all Semitic languages NPS must
in every interpretation allow its real meaning to be traced.
The translation of NPS by 'throat' or 'neck,' as has alieady
been mentioned, has been found in Hebrew and Ugaritic after
having allegeclly been discovered in Akkadian. It has besides
been shown that this translation of NPS does not hold good even
in this language.
As for the sense of 'breath' forlDÐ), Johnson mentions that
there is "no certain example of its use in this way."l
Though the translation of NPS by 'breath' is in opposition to
the ideas brought forward in this work it must, however, be
admitted that 'breath' could make sense in many cases. It seems
absurd to think that 'breath' can be accepted in no case, while
the far-fetched 'throat' is tolerated. ¡
lDÐ) as the uis uitahs in the being is thus a part of the living
creature. But it is not a part of the body (llDf), which is very
clear from the expression 'l¿tÐJ and llllf .'{ This discrimination
is very important and all suggestions of interpreting NPS by
a part of the body must be considerecl wrong,
t uide supra, p.23.
:, 'The Vitality of the Individual
3 contra Johnson, op. cit., p. 11.
¡ Deut. XII: 23; Isa. X: lB.
5

li

,' p.

1l
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ipoleney' noú only tn úhc
body.
- r

The realm of ltÐ), however was not confined to the body in
which it had its abode. It could exercise its power through the
eye, by the glance. The 'evil eye' is in Arabic nafsun. Thus
the word referring to unlucky happenings is used in a malevolent sense. In this way it is still used by the Arabs. Doughty
tells of a young man who "was ,fascinated!, He lamented, 'It
is nefs, a spirit, which besets me;' and added, this, was common
in their parts the work of the hareem, with their sly philters
and maleficent- drinks.
'There, there,' he cries, ,I see her
wiggle-wiggling! and she- is ever before mine eyes. The woman
was my wife, but last year I put her away; and am in dread,
she has given me a thing to drink; whcreof I shall every day
fare the worse, whilst I live. The phantom is alway. i.,
-y
head, even when I walk abroad,
wellah as we sit here I see
her winding and wiggling!'r
canaan mentions þarazat en-naf s as a speciat kind of amulet
worn against the influence of ,evil-minded potencies' ("Böse
Seele").

z

The only things to be afraid of and for which a charm is
allowed are nimlatun, hurnatun, and, nafsun;B nofsun here
obviously taken in the sense of 'something evil-minded,' an
'evil spirit' or the 'evil eye.,
The same holds good for the Ethiopic. According to Dillmann
naf es is used in the sense of ,'spiritus coelestes vel
daemones." t manfas means ttnatura incorporalis, angeli, dae_
mones, genii." r'
It is not impossible that naptËtu in the expression kunuk
napi,öti refers to this same idea. Thus the amulet was a stone
furnished with some inscription against the ,evil eye.'0
The same can be said of lDÐ)n rn:.? Furthermore prov.
XXIII:2 can be mentioned. The accepted rend.ering of tp¡: byr
1 ', . Arabia Deserta

II,' p. 384.
e 'Aberglaube und Volksmedizin im Lande der Bibel,' p.

s AEL, sub 'nafsun.,

¡

LLAe, sub uoce 4d

b ibicl., sub tsocet
6 oide supra, p. 56.
7 tsicle supra, p. 63.
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in this context is "given to greed." I As a matter of fact tbis
may be the simpliest way to translate the expression into a
European language. ìuÐ) by: might conceivably be explained in
the following way:
lDÐ), as the word lor anything mystericus and the cause of
astonishing phenomena, here stands for an enigmatic 'potency.' This can be understood if a short excursion to Morocco
is allowed. Westermarck describes the belief in "spiritual
beings" among the Moors who conceive "that if a person eats
much without getting satisfied, there are jnún 2 in his body
sharing the food r','ith him." 3
- Thus l¿tÐ) !y: would literally
mean 'possessor of a lÐÐ).'
lDÐ),

in the sense of a potency able to exercise influence outit belongs, need not always inflict harm.

side the body to which
Gen.

XLIV:30

ìì¿rÐ): ¡ìil¿rP il¿Ð)ì

I

Sam.

XVIII:

1

lìì ìrÐ)f illrrP) ln¡ìilr tDÐtì
ìïJÐJ: ln)ì;1! ì:ilN'ì

In the first passage the verb

tDÐ) is taken in Kal part. pass.,
in the other in Niphal which is a passive form too. Nöldeke
refers to the Arabic qosoro : 'to force,' { and Ges.-ts. allows
llDp in Kal to rnean "1) binden, 2) sich verschwören." ; Considering these interpretations of 'l'üp nothing prerrents understanding the passages mentioned to mean th.at the lDÐ) of the
one was 'charmed,' 'fascinated' by the lDÐJ of his friend.

and

cf' also Gen' XXX11':"),.,rr

ìrrÐ)

p:ìnì

ly¡i.r-n*:;'rNrì

In this same connection attention can also be drawn to the
Arabic word for serpent, ho"b¿bun. Nötdeke seems to be puzzled
1 uide e,e. f,Vlf, suO bDf
e The word (in plur,) in Morocco for those "spiritual beings." westermarck, 'Ritual and Belief in Morocco f,' p. 262.
n ib¿d. p, 270.

l
i

,.'

h.

z,DItyIG,40, ?35.
sub uoce.

n8
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by the fact that the word for this false animal is of the samo
root as the verb which expresses 'lo'e.' 1 what was mentionecr
above, however, explains this. Not by chance was the serpent
selected among all animars to tempt Eve and cause the
falr of
man. Among nâlly people the serpent, owing to its shape,
lacking arms and feet, is taken for the embocliment of an eviÌ
spirit. So folklore has given rise to the story of the fallen angel
who, by a spell, was turned. into a serpent. habir¿tm and l¿t¿bõt¡r¿n for 'beloved' and 'serpe't' mean in fact the
sa¡ne thing.
The belo'ed is charmed, fascinated, i.e. subject to a spell. The
serpent also was supposed to be subject to a spclì.
"Throughout the Near East, from prehistoric times down to
the present day, the inhabitants have been firmly convinced
that supernatural beings, to use a general expression, are
capable of inflicting grievous hurt upon them ancr that
the
maladies and bodily ills 1o which they are subject are directl'
due to this baneful power." r
But not only "maladies and bodily ills" were supposed to be
caused by those "supernatural beings." Ary incomprehensible
phenomenon, be it the life in a living creature

or be it anything
deviating from the normal in man or animal, or in naturl,
was
thought the result of a 'mysterious potency,' a uis. Different
Semitic languages call these 'spirits' by different names.
But
the word used for this 'potency' in early semitic times must
be one found in all semitic languages. Nps seems to be
this
word.
Seligmann is of the opinion that the conception of the ,evil
eye' was transferrecr from man and animal to supernaturar
beings such as deities, demons, and ghosts incrined
to infrict
harm upon man. s Canaan, on the other hand, makes
a distinc_
tion between the 'evil eye' and the 'evir soul.'r rhe present
investigation leads to a view deviating from both
these theories' îhe translation of the word Nps by 'evil eye' must
originate in the conception that some people were supposed
to be

I

'Neue Beiträge zur Semitischen Sprachwissenscl-raft,, p. gg

? Thompson,
'Semitic Magic . .
s 'Der böse Blick. . ,' p, l4g. ,'

{

p.

1,

'Aberglaube und Volksmeclizin im Lande del Bibel,, p.

32.
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by a NPS which, being evil-minded, could exercise
its influence through the eyes, by the glance. Thus NPS was

possessed

a 'universal potency,' if the expression may be allowed.
Rossini gives in his dictionary mnplts.' "instrumentum vel
structura ad aquam distribuendam per agros (cf'. tanattasa
diffidit aguam unda.)" r which shows a conception of NPS
in nature, notably, in water.

1 ChAG, cttb trtplîc,'

CHAPTER IV

nìt
the question may arise: why should lDÐ) be a ,potency,
. N:*
in
the sense of a kind of 'spirit,' since the old restament

mentions different kinds of spirits either possessing proper
a
name or expressed in connection with llì1, such as

¡Þ:n nìt

Ex. XXVIII:3
Num. V: 14
I Kings XXII: 22,
Isa. XIX: 14
Isa. XXIX: 10
Hos.

IV:

72;

Y:4

Zech. XII: 10
Zech. XIII: 2

;lNJt)-nìì

rPu nìl

23

-

Ð'y'ì9 nì-l

;1Þìln nìl
trr)ì:t nìl
Þr)t)nnì ln nì.'ì
¡NÞtê;'t

nìì

As for the spirits with a definite name, it can easiry
be shown
that such names are not common to all Semitic lanluages,
and.
thus cannot descend from the most remote times. ,
The combinations with irr need somewhat more deta'ed

study.

..Thu word RWë is found jn all Semitic languages except
Akkadian' e which reads to the theory that it aiJpeltraps
exist
in this language at one time, but has been dropped very earty
on. As a substitute for R\MU Akkadian has ðrfru
lwinä¡.
'siegfried und stade' indicate the difference between rÐÐ)
and lTììas being that the former signifies the breathing
through

I cf. Baudissin, pRE
supro p, 68.
r

VI, p. 6, Thompson, ,Scmitic Magic

cf, dlfferent dictionaries mentioned, p. 21 n.

2.

..

,, p.

I
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the nose whereas the latter

stands for the same function
Another
through the mouth.l
definition of l1ì.l given by Snaith
runs as follows: "The root r-w-ch, from which the noun is
derived, means primarily 'to breathe out through the nose with
violence.' It is an onomatopoetic word, similar to puoch and
naphach, both of which mean 'to breathe out through the
mouth with a certain account of violence,' or even 'to blov/
out...tttg
If'the breathing out through the nose' is to be differentiated
from 'the breathing out through the mouth' and if the word was
originally onomatopoeic, the translation which gives it the
sense of 'breathing through the mouth' must be correct. But,

on the other hand, in addition to i'ÎÐ flìì (Ps. XXXIII:6),
EFnÐÌ, 11ìì (Isa. XI: 4) expressions such as TÐ|t: (Þrtn) nìì nÞÞ:
(Gen. VII:22; II Sam. XXII:16, Ps. XVIII: 16),1ñfiìì(Job. IV:9)
are found ih the Old Testament, which allows the presumption
that the action has taken place through the n o s e too. Since
in Ethiopic the only sense of the word is 'wind' 3 and also in
several places in the Old Testament it is found to have been
used in this sense, r it can be presumed that this was the
original sense of the word. It is most probable, therefore, that
NPS has the sense already given above, and that the transferred
sense in which flll has been taken is the gentle wind which
arises from breathing.

Rcl¡llon¡hlp bctwcen

lDÞ)'

nìì ¡nd

i1ÞlD).

A greatly favoured theory regarding the relationship of the
three terms lDÐ), hìì and l1ÞlD), is that God's llìì produces lDÐ),i'
causes i'tÞlDl.6

r

H\¡tr', sub UÐ).

2 'The Distinctive ldeas of the Old Testament,' p. 143.
3 LLAe, sub t¡oce.
¡ e.g. Ex. X: 13; Isa. XXVII:8; Ps. XI: 6; CVII: 25; Prov.

Job. I:19.
6 Grtineisen, 'Der Ahnenkultus. . ,' p. 35.
6 Aurelius, 'Föreställningar i fsrael om de döda..,' p.

?8.

XXV:

23;

MrR¡au Snr,rçso N
This conclusion has been drawn from the Creation Story.
God formed man, iIÞìN;l
IÞ tåi', and from God's breathing into
his nostrils man became a i'Trrr,rDÞ). r stade is of the opr'ion
that since this passage is of foreign origin and of more iecent
date it is no valid proof of the Old Hebrew conception. e
But
once incorporated in the legends of the old rãstament
the
-conception
put forward there has been accepted, and is also
referred to in other places 3 such as
Isa. XLII:5

¡: tr':b¡b nììì .. . ¡gb ¡nu: ln:. . ;1ìi1ì bx¡ . .
Zech.

.

XII: I

ì:ìPf

trlN-nìì ìcT ...

ill;.'tr

...

Job XXVII:3
ìÞN:

¡ìb* nìï ,:,nÞu) lì!$¡-r¡

Cf. also Ezek XXXVII: 1-14 how by ilìì from God the
dead
bones became alive. The same thought that man's life
depended
on God's l]'lì is expressed in
Gen. VI:3
obYb

¡rm

rFìì pìr xb nl¡, .un.l

As was already mentioned i1Þì?) has been supposed to be the
result of ÐÞJwhich was caused by God'sr1ìì. Accãrding to
Grüneisen i'tÞìl) in its sense approaches flìì and lDÐ). a
ilÞlDJ occurs rarely in the ord restament. 6 It is not,
met
with in Ethiopic, in Akkadian or South-Arabic.6 Though in its
sense it comes near rDÐJ and flìì it catrnot originarly
have been
considered a synonym for any of them. Moreover the
combi_

I

Gen.

II:

?.

s 'Geschichte des Volkes Israel
I,' p. 416 n. l.
r cf. Grüneisen, 'Ahnenkultus.
. ,' Þ, 35, and Gunkel, ,Schöpfung und

Chaos..,' p. 150
¿

'Ahnenkultüs.

sgq.

.,' p, 25 n, 2.

6 Only a Canaanite, Aramaic and Arabic

B

cf. dlctionaries.

ósogloss.

r
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nation nìì nÞïJ) is found in several places. I
misprint occurring in different authors.
Though instances such as

XI: 14
¡b¡t;r o"ry¡ bbr¿ b:l
'Jf tr¡b ìltf i]Þilfn'ì
trì¡ü+:-nN Pl tN.luì
DlÞrÐ;l-ly :.ln-'Ð)'lf ;1
ìl,nlu;l xb ¡nlx
nÞu)-b:

It

73

can hardly be a

Jos.

And alt the spoil of these cities and
the cattle, the children of Israel took
for a prey unto themselves; but
every man they smote with the edge
of the sword, until theY had destroyed them, neither left theY anY
breath.

are found, there are also passages where i1ÞlÐJ is ascribed to
animals too; e.g. in the story of the Great Flood all that had
2
If the above-mentÞ''rn m-l hÞlD) died, including animals.
ioned relationship between the three terms is to be accepted,
surely ilÞlllJ cannot be a privilege of humatr beings. The sense
given to ilÞ'lDJ in this explanation is that of 'breath;' and animals
also have breath.
Another theory on the relationship between the terms mentioned will be suggested here.
lDÐJ: as explained above.
lll"t: originally 'wind,' then 'breathing:' the inhalation and
exhalation, by which a wind is caused.
i'lÞlr): what is exhaled: 'breath.'
These intermediary meanings of the terms have not prevented them from developing their sense so that l'lll came to
mean 'spirit' and i1Þì?) soul, referring sometimes only to human
beings.

This comes very near the theory accepted by Aurelius' A
careful study of the story of the creation leads to the following result: God blew (n¡t:breathecl out through his
mouth) the breath of lif e (Þr'llnÞfr)) into the nostrils (tìÐ*f) of man (through his nostrils man received the
ftì¡l from God. It was not enough for God to breathe out this
Drrfl llÞlD), man had also to breathe it in. Hence, man breathed in
1 Gen.

YII:22; II Sam. XXII:16; Ps. XVIII:16.

s Gen. VU:22.
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as nìl the ilÞllJ God breathed out) a n d m a n (ilÞìllil lÞ 'ìÐP)
became a iïn lPÐ1.1 Bymeansof thequalitiesnowobtained
man continued this respiratory function. He inhaled llìì and
exhaledi'lÞl?lsince he had become ail.lllDÐJ, which gave him the
power to act thus. This leads to an unending circle. Since
man was nrn !tÞ)2 he inhaled llìì and exhaledilÞI2), but he was
not i''l'fl llÞ) without Fìì. The beginning came from God. To be
able to exhaleilÞlll God himself must be a läÐ); Nature's most
supreme and most mysterious lDÐ). This conclusion is not as
fantastic as it appears considering that God created man in
his own image. ¡

Now when man, by the Þrrfl (nn) nnU: of God, possesses !DÐ),
he lives as long as it pleases God to allow thisltììto stay irí his
body. a

It has already been mentioned that lrÐJ ltgt etc., means
'to die.' Likewise nìl |l$ can mean the same. But though 'killing' is expressed by lDÞl 'Ð ;l:il, lDÐ) cannot be replaced here by
flìl and retain the same meaning. This would mean to 'ruin
the mind of somebody.' The fact is, as Grüneisen emphasizes,
fl'l'l cannot die because it is not a personal being,6 It depends
on somebody's breathing, originally on Gocl's breathing. 6
To prophets was given more of this divine lllìand thus the5
r

Gen.

II:

?.

2 Man was

ln

possession of

illll

lDÐ);

3 Gen. T;26,27; V:1; IX: 6,
God, on several occasions, speaks of
- IX:8;
hisü?Ð), e.g. Jer. Y:Ð, 29i VI:8;
XIII:1?. In Prov. VI:16 there

is a question of an 'abomination unto' God'sUÐ). In Jer, LI:14 and
Amos VI:8 God swears by his lDÞ). fn Isa, XLVI: Z lDÞl is mentioned
with reference to foreign gods. In Ex. XXXI: 1? God is said to ì?ÐJil.
Furthermore Tallqvist, in his 'Akkadlsche Götterepitheta,' SO VII, p. 142,
mentlons "nop-Éøt nophøt ilãhi die Seele aller Götter," and he compares

it with "Sol : anima totius mundi. nø-pß-tí um-mo-ni Leben des
Volkes." (Marduk)
¡ Gen. VI:3; cJ. Job XXVII: 3; X: l2; Ps. CIV:29, 30.
¡ 'Ahnenkultüs . ,,' pp. 26-27
0 Cf. modern medical language: on breathing, air containing oxygen
(l'¡'lì) ¡s d¡awn into the lungs. It is absorbed by the blood through the
linest tissues in the lung. This gives lDÐ) to the blood. The fact must
be kept ln mlnd that the idea of den. II: ? is not an effort to solve
lnexpllcable riddles tn the world. This is an answer to the question;
since man had

-

and thus was

-iltlÎ

!fÐ), where did this t)ÞJ come from?

r
t
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were better able than other people to proclaim God's will and
intention, i.e. to prophesy. I
Mood and mental dispositions could also be indicated by l1ìì'
e
such as anger, pride, bitterness of mind, and so on.
fn many cases these same expressions were indicated by
ItÐ); in some passages bothl1't.'ì andl?Þ)are used side by side
Isa. XXVI:9
!uÐ)
lìnuN .:rPf tnìr¡N ;rb'b: JnlN

Job VII:

11

rlrÐ)

.lÞf

nn'tuN

ìrTì

-lr:

;1.lfìN ...

Stade is of the opinion that llì.ì implied the expression of
stronger emotions than lDÐ).:t There is no point in searching
for an intricate difference in sense in such expressions' The
simplest explanation is that where this parallellism has occurred
the older implication of the language can be traced, and this
may be due to the fact that the original modes of speech had
not dropped out of use and were especially useful in poetry.

n ì .l

-

rccondery lmpllcallon¡ dlffercnt kl¡d¡ of lplrlÚr.

The meanings of flì.'ìhave been traced above: originally 'wind,'
later 'that-which is breathed in (or out),' particularly God's
llìì; then it was used to indicate mental disposition, and the
power that drives its possessor, something superhuman' I
It was gradually personified, thought of as ruling the being
it had entered into. An exemple of the complete personification of flìì is to be found in I Kings XXII:21-2|' the spirit

of lying, IPU mì.
I Num. XXIV:2; I Sam. X:6, 10; XIX:20, 23; Isa. Xl-tt: r; LIX:21.
2 Isa. IJ(V: 14; Gen. XXVI:35; I Kings XXI:5; Ps' XXXIV: 19; Prov'
XXV:28.
3 'Geschichte des Volkes

a

In the

XV:14.

Istael

I,' p. 416,
III: 10; VI:

prophets, and e.g. Judges

34; XI: 29; XIV:

6'

19;
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As regards I Sam. XVI: 15, t6, 28; XVIII: 10;
gB,
snaith gives a somewhat puzzling expranation XIX;20,
for the use of
'11ìì in connection
with iìiT and ot;r!¡r. In his
ing the development. of the meaning of
""g,r*"rrl-"oneern_
l'tìì, he
says-rop"i-i,r-"r,
it originally
started by having the significancJof
somethini
something abnormal, developing in time
to a peÃoni-fied sense.
But further development stitt revealed iîs beìng
t"t
i' tt u
ethical sense ' ev',' wh'e keeping its
"r,
former
Iigniricance
ot
something ,good.' But once nottrint evil
could Uu"srrppãru¿ to
come from i'r'ri'' the spirit which beset
was called l.,rìì
dnb* in opposition to irìi'' r,,ì, which was saul
of positive qualities.
He motivates E'il5ñ iìì instead of
ilìir rrìr by the chronicrers
intendÍng ¡t¡bn to be *nderstood in the
p"otJrr" s"r*,
fr"
refers to Gen. XXXI:53. This would
"r¿
merely evidence ,rr;j"J
that the ilgì nìì dÍd not come from tr¡e
cod
that time. t
".r.rro*r"äg"a "t
Ringgren, referring to

IX:

Judges

2B

trlU r!t:
Sam. XVI:14

I

ilìil

¡:r lbn:x

f: nyì nlr a.nb* nbp.l

nxÞ ilyì-¡lìì ìnny:1 hxu

I Sam. XVIII:10
..

I

Sam.

.

blxu$¡r ilyì rr;rbñ

¡ra ilìÞ ¡nil mìì

nr

nb$nl . ..

XIX:9

bxu$x iltt ¡tì¡1 nìì r,lnì
draws attention to the fact that nìil nìì
is not always ,good,
and 'benevolent.'s
'Li¡rder takes itDì as a predicative: ,God,s
Spírit came evil over
him.'8
Traces exist in the ilgì l1ìì of an old
conception in a newer
cosmology. rn older days a mental disturbance
such as over_
I

'The Distlnctive ldeas of the Old Testament,, p. 156
sqq.

¿ ,'Word

and ÌI¡lsdom,'p. 16g.
tilt Gamla Testamentets föreställningar om Anden,, p.

3 'Studier
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whelmed Saul would have been expressed by lDÐ)'I This
term is still used among modern bedouins for such abnormal
occurrences. ¿ But when irì¡' became the one acknowiedged
God, such states were presumed to have their origin in his
will, which is why the i'1!ì 11ìì is said to be sent from him. It
seems, however, as if the author either uses different expressions in order to achieve variation in the vocabulary or
makes use of a terminology according with his time, when
the old expression still existed and the new one had not entirely
replaced it.
\Mhen David, by playing on his lyre, drives âway the fllì
npl,3 he acts in accordance with the customary practice
employed against evil spirits. r This medicine is evidence
showing that filn') (¡r¡bN) nNÞ i19ì nìì wâs a new way of
expressiug old ideas.
This short survey of llì.,ì shows that the use of the word for
different kinds of spirits is secondary.

I cr. su.oîo p. 6{i sqq.

2 cl, &Lyro, p. 66, the story told by Doughty.
3 I Sam. XVI:23, XVIII: 10; XIX: 9.
I cl, I Sam. XVI: 16, and Kolari, 'Musikinstrumente. ' ,'

26
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CHAPTER

V

nÞ u5J

The translation of nÞ UÐ) as ,one corpse, r can be
declared
wrong without the slightest hesitation.
The suggestion 'somebody dead,, a ,deceased person,2
must
equally be refused. lDÐJ can stand for ,somebodi,'
aliquis, but
only when thê question is one of living beings. á' Apn"t
f"orn
the impossibility of suih a translation as regards grammatical
construction (uÐ)fem., J-rð masc.), it is somewhat
diÏficult to
imagine the literal sense of such an interpretation:
Xving (: in possession of the principle o1 Ut"¡ whosomebocry
is dead.
The same can be said of Charlesls sugiestion ,a
dead soul.,a
Johnson's explanation of
ïJÐr is worthy of a quotation and
a discussion. From the "use''Þof the term räÐ) to denote
a riuing
person it is no far step to its use with referenee
to a dead one,
i.e. a 'corpse;' and indeed this step is actually
taken.
Accordingly, while one may speak of a JìÞ, i.e. ,the
UÐ) of
one that is dead' (in short 'a dead body'),
such a definition is
usually found unnecessary, and it is suificient to
speak quite
simply of a läÞJ when one wishes to refer to a ,corpse.,- _ ' _
What is more, läÞt thus offers an excellent example
of the
semantic polarization which is so interesting
a feature of the
Semitic languages; for
at one extreme it may
-

-

t

Aurelius, 'Föreställnlngar

i

sr¿prc p, 39.
2 e,g. Ges.-B,, HEL, sr¿b lrÐJ.

Israel om de

döda..,, o. 6g. _ cl

3 víde suprø, p. 3g-Bg.

{ 'A Critieal History of the Doctrine of a Future
Life,,

pp. gg_gg.
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denote that vital principle in man which animates the human
body and reveals itself in the form of conscious life, and at
the other extreme it may denote the corpse from which such
conscious life had departed." r
To prove the possibility of giving lDÐ) these two contrary
meanings Johnson refers to Nöldeke, from whom he takes
some instances of this phenomenon, called Addad. - He has,
however, made a rather unfortunate choice of examples:
þaunun refers in fact neither to 'black' nor 'white.' Nöldeke
shows in express terms that its reâl sense is no colour at all,
but the coloration (.. .. nur die (stark hervorstechende) Fär-

bung..."). '
Arabic 'abõ 'to refuse'
says of il)N.

-

Hebrew ilJN 'to be willing.' Ges.-B'

Kal. "willig sein, wollen"
"Es ist m. Ausnahme v. Jes. I: 19, Hi' XXXIX: 9 (Sir VI:33)
immer m. einer Negation verbunden." s
This shows that the word is used in a refusing sense.
JIDì'to sit.'
wat_aba 'to leap'
Ii was a most- unfortunate lapse to give this example. De
Landberg presumes that the sense 'to sit' must be the original
one, while that of 'jumping' could be a very ancient dialectal
amplification of ðobbo and ðob¿. ¿ A study of the Arabic
word and the derivations from the root shows that the original
meaning 'to sit' can be traced. :'
In spite of the fact that a common origin for the 'opposite
senses' of the word in different Semitic languages can be traced,
Johnson seems to have paid no attention to Nöldeke's remark
that he takes into consideration only those words which have
ß
opposite meanings in one and the same language.
I 'The Vitality of the Individual . . ,' p. 25-26.
: 'Neue Beiträge zur Scmitischen Sprachwissenschaft,' p. 94.
3 sub noce. cf. LVTL sub uoce: "always accompanied by a negative,
even Hi 39,9, Js f, 19".
a 'Etudes sur les dialectes de t'Arabie Méridionale I,' p, 341'

5 cf. AEL, sr¿b ooce.
rì 'Neue Beiträge zur Semitischen Sprachwissctrschaft,' p. 69. (p. 69
n. 3: "So führe ich also nicht auf, dass nur im Arabischen rlolobo nicht
die, im Sabäischen und noch in heutigen si.idarabischen Dialekten ergemeinsemitische Bedeutung 'sitzen' hat, sondern da
haltene
'aufspringen' bedeutet.")
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In fact most of the words which seem to be Ad,dad can be
explained by tracing the way of thinking among äncient semites. "That which interests the Israelite is not the strict limitation of the idea, but the determination of its peculiarity. This
manifests itself in his language, and makes it practically impossible to translate a Hebrew account into any modern
language. For us each word in its context has its definitely
limited sense; but even though a special shade of meaning
predominates, the Hebrew constantly feels the idea of totality
acting through it. 'ühen the word berith is to be translated, now
by right, now by duty, and now by law, etc., then in every one
of these various connections it imparts to us a new sense.
For the Israelite there is always the same idea underlying it;
it only presents itself in various forms." r
This ought to be enough to show that the word indicating
the vital principle cannot be used for something lacking this
principle.
Regarding the suggestion: 'the soul of the d.ead,'e no objections as to the words or the grammatical construction can
be made. An examination, however, will show that another
interpretation may be sought. Schwally understands ñÞ !!rÐ)
as the soøl of the deceased still living after death. only he
does not know whether the soul is inside the body or hovering
in its neighbourhood. It finaily dies anyway when the body
has fallen into decay. s
This conception is not in accordance with the interpretation
which will be given below. Neither does Grüneisen accept it,
but in proving the error in schwally's idea he makes misiakes

himself.

According to Grüneisen l?Þl in the expression dealt with
here cannot refer to the soul of the deceased. He wants to
show that lDÐl is only "das nackte Leben,,, ,'das pulsierende
Leben," which takes its force from fììì and when flìl leaves the

body consequently there can be no morelDÐ). lDÞ), having been
taken to stand for the individual only refers to this individual,

I

Pedersen, rfsrael

.., I,, pp. lll-112.

2 Schwally, 'Das Leben nach dem Tode. .
.'

3 ibid., p.

?.

p.
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now dead, "irgend ein Leichnam." I As Chailes puts it: "the
soul is the result of the indwelling of the spirit in the material body, and has no independent existence of its own' It
is really a function of the material body when quickened by
the spirit. As long as the spirit is present, so long is the soul
'a living soul' (ilrn UÐ)') but when the spirit is withdrawn, the
vitality of the soul is destroyed, and it becomes a dead soul
(nÞ uÐ)), or corpse (Num. VI:6; Lev' XXI: 11)
According to this view the annihilation of the soul ensues inevitably at death, that is, when the spirit is withdrawn." 2
This, however, cannot be considered correct.
was not the word for 'life,' 'vitality,' but for the potency
in 'vitality' I¡'n(n) ÌrÐ)1.3 If there was an inclination to understand everything as caused by some kind of power, läÐi was
this power. The later conception according to which läÐl drew
its force from God's llìì only gave an answer to the question:
where did lDÐ) come from? a illn(il) ltÞ) stood for uis uitalis
and was considered an invisible ghostly creature. The 'soulstuff' was understood to be material, and could not be supposerl
to disappear, to be dissolved into nothing at death. As explained by Grüneisen and Charles, the body(ìt¡:)can be compared to an engine driven by steam (ml), the function (t¿¡:) of
which ceas€s when the steam (nll) is withdrawn. This, however, is not in accordance with primitive mentality. TlÐ) always
stands for the potency in some kind of action or energy.
ItJÐ)

König's 'corpse of a dead man' ("Leichnam eines Toten"),
which he explains as a pleonasm,0 must equally be refused'
Regarding the expression 11Þ l¡rÐ: it must be repeated that UÐ)
always took the sense of an inexplicable force, ois. The scope
of lDÐ) is here other than in the previous passages' There it
was the power in li{e, vitality; here it is the power in the dead.
The attention may for a while be drawn to the theory put
forward by Karsten. He says that the rites and cus'toms in

t

'Ahnenkultus

..

,'

pp.

21

, 45 sqq.

z 'A Critical History of the Doctrine of a Ft¡ture Life,' pp. 42-43.
'¿ øicle supro, p. 40 and 42.
t oide su.prq., p.73-7.1.
o HA\¡l¡, sub l)Ð).
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connection with death do not primarily concern the dead man
ò¡ his ghost; they are directed against the "disease demon
who caused death by entering into the body of the patient." I
Elhorst, too, has declared that the behaviour of the mourners
in the Old Testament is dictated by fear of the po\ ¡er which
has invaded the environment. 2
According to the Hebrew text it is not literally the power
which has caused death that is feared. \ffere that so the expression would be lììÞi1 läÐ).
It is the power in the dead (body),nÞ. It is the mysterious
potency raging in it, the visible result of which is noticed in
the lack of motion and in the decay of the corpse. As a matter
of fact it is the disease and death demon which is still supposed
to hover around the body but which now is called 'the potency

in the dead.'

The same system is followed here in the mode of expression
as with iln(n) PÐ).3 The thought is expressed either by IlÞ)
or nÞ alone or the fuller form fìÞ ÐÐ) is used. A still tonger
form with the same sense is ¡llÞì ìlttì DI!ì llJÞ1.4 These expressions occur in commands and restrictions and never refer to
a particular person; this is why llÞ in the passâges mentioned
never takes the definite article.
Thus llÞ lDÞ) and iTn UÐJ are used in quite analogous ways:
tsís letolis and oäs aitøIi,s.

Num. IX:6

trì$ uÐ)b DrxÊlô ì'rir ìt

N Drt JR riTì

ñìni] trT: nÞÞil-nu9b lb:*¡rbt

Num. IX:

?

trr¡t nÐJb DNÞtô ì:n:ñ ...
Num. IX:10
.

..t Ðb NÞÌâ irnrì! t rN ...

lThe Civilization of the South American Indians,' p.
s SSPhR, p. 126 sqg.
p.
XIX:18.

s olde xlyra,
a Num.

40,

183.
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The usual way of understanding lDÐ) in this context is that
the men had become unclean through contact with a dead
person. It is not certain here whether lDÐ) stands for the longer
t'lÞlDÐ)or whether lDÐ) is the factor in any other mysterious phenomenon. The possibility, however, is not to be excluded that
lDÐJ is to be understood here as the demon in a dead body.
Uncleanness is contagious. It is not only dead bodies that
defile. Certain other defiling conditions are enumerated in
Leviticus. It cannot be indisputably stated, therefore, that the
men have become unclean through contact with a dead body'
If ìDÐ) is considered the potency that causes strange phenomena,
in this context the word can refer to any defiling state - a
state of defilement being a deviation from the normal.
The blood is called lDÞ), and thus the context may refer
to contact with blood. Bodity issues are defiling. 1 Leprosy
has a name of its own. But if it . adheres to some material
thing, this is freed from its pollution in the same way as defilement is washed off from man. 2 The potency in a leper is a
lDÐ)

(a

disease demon).

Num. VI:

11

¡rÐn ìïJNÞ ìrby :¡:l
Here it is a question of the lDÐ) in a dead person. The nazir
had to make atonement for the sin that had come upon him
when somebody had unexpectedly died in his presence and
t
defiled his head; his hair being consecrated to God.

lrÐ)il-by

Ezek. XLIV:25

ilNÞÎob ¡¡l:'*b tr''lN nÞ-bNì
In this passage lìÞ standi for the full expression which
cludes every thought of another kind of demon'
Num. XIX:11

E¡rÞì rìg:t¿r NÞtêì DtN tDÐ:-b:b
In thi's passage, and still better in
r Lev. XII and. XV.

XIII
v. õ'

2 Lev.

3 cf.

and XIV.

nÞ: rl)i1

ex-
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Num.XIX:13

nìÞr ìtrN ÞtNil ttÐ¡: nÞ: g:)n-b:
the principal thought in the restrictions aboút corpses is most
elearly conceived.'He who toucheth'one dead',llÞ!, who is pos.
sessed of any potency of a man, he will be unclean for seven
days,' (and v. 13), and 'everybody that toucheth 'one dead', a
potency in the man.. . .' Here the thought of any other potency
than the death demon is excluded.
In v. 131ììÞ' can also be understood by 'is dying' (imperf.).
A man was considered already to be possessed of the disease
and death demon while he was dying, or to be dying because
he was possessed of this demon.
Lev. XIX:28

tr¡rtr:: ì)nn !ìb uÐ)b þìuì
This prohibition can hardly be limited to death demons only.
The lacerations were a sort of covenant with, I or purification
from,z mysterious and feared potencies and were also used on
occasions other than those of mourning. s The same rite is in
question in
Deut. XIV:1

nÞb Þfr)ìg

f:

ilnìt) ìÞ.un-ñbl ììl)nn nb n:.;rbx nnrb Þnñ tr.):

and there the prohibition as regards death is clear. The intention in Lev. XIX:28 can be taken as the same, but it can also
have been meant in a broader sense.

Lev. XXI:1

ìtÞt:

$ÞÌâr-Nb

uo¡b...

E¡r);1til+R

ìÞR...

'He shall not through a lDÐ) become unclean among his people.'
The question in this case can be of a lDÐ) in a dead man. ft can,
again, be of any other !?Þ1. The former is the more probable
since in verse 2 are enumerated those persons, the nearest

I Robertson Smith, '. . the Religion of the Semites,' p. 321 sqq.
2 Karsten, 'The Civilization of the South Amerlcan Indians,' p.
s I Kings XVIII:28.
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blood relatives, by whom he was allowed to be defiled, whereas
high priests were forbidden to become unclean even through
'contact' with their deceased father or mother. t

Lev.

l

XXII:4
trÐ)-NÞrâ-b::9¡lnl

There is no reason here why lDÐ) must be the lDÐ) in a dead
man. It was forbidden to eat of the hoty things also to those
who had come into contact with anybody (or maybe: anything)
defiled by a l?Ð). e
Num. V:2

nÐb NÞÌâ b>l :rb:l trìB+: il)nÞiìJÞ ìnbÐT
' It is very unlikely that IlÐ) here refers to the death demon'
There were certain rites to be performed at the death of somebody, but nowhere is it mentioned that mourning people must
be segregated.

Hag. II:

13

NÞ!âr¡1

¡bni::

lrÐ)-NÞlâ y¡r1¡N

ìn

ìÞNT

It is almost certain that lDÐ here does not refer to a death

demon. None of the things Haggai mentions in v. 12 are unclean.
But the sentence shows that everything becomes unclean when
it comes into contact with anything that is defiled by a I7Ð).

In Num. VI:6

ñ:ì *b nÞ uÐ)+9 ilnìb ììr;1 rÞr+:
Lev. XXI:11

R:'

Rb nÞ

nuÐ+)

byl

the full expression is used. ¡

I Lev. XXI:

10-11.

2 cf. p. 83 and Lev. XV: 2 sqq.
a Thls passage is a clear proof

of the correctness of the translatlon
of a dead man. The passage needs
fìllÐ)
Any
suggested in this work.
no further comment.
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Deut. XXVI:14
nÞ5 ì)ÞÞ rn¡ìJ-ñ5ì

in this passage is obviously the shorter form for nÞ ftÐ)
is to be understood neither as "for the dead" nor as "to the
given thereof to the death demon'
dead." 1
- 'I have not
understood as a sacrifice or a covenant.z

näb

It

The same can be said of Deut. XIV: 1.3 and of
Ps. CVI:28
DrnÞ

r

cJ.

rnft lb:x'l

Driver, '.. Deuteronomy,' LC.C.

z çt. lntrc p.88.
s oíile wyra, p. 81.

CHAPTER VI

a

Thc prychologleal bachground lo the rreggcrúcd ú¡¡n¡l¡llon
nÞ ÐuJ)

.

of

In order to show that ancestral worship prevailed among the
Israelites Lods has evidenced in a brilliant way that the mourning customs, which were the same rites as were performed on
occasions of calamity or in the sanctuary, were a token of
retionship to the superhuman. Thus these rites have. constituted an important link in his demonstration of the prevalence of ancestral worship in biblical times.l Elhorst, on
the other hand, claims that the mourning rites were due to
the potency which had invaded the place and caused death.e
It would lead too far from the main subject to examine each
rite here. Whether it be the ghost of the dead or the potency
in death, the behaviour towards it remains the same. Even if
it is proved that mourning rites show an attitude towards something supernatural, this will not establish the suggested intcrpretation of the expression in question. It must be demonstated
that this supernatural being towards whom the rites were
directed was not the ghost of the dead.
It must be left out of consideration that behaviour in mourning has been claimed to originate in real natural sorrow, 3
a
the manifestation of which had gradually become a tradition.
Of course man in the dawn of mankind must have been
capable of human feelings as much as now. But fear most

1 'La croyance à la vie future et le culte des morts dans I'antiquité
Israélite,'

possinr..

2 SSPhR, p. 126 sqq.
3 Kamphausen, HBA II, P. 1712a'
a Aurelius, 'Föreställningar i Israel

om de döda . . ,' p. 87.
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certainly was a stronger emotion than sorrow. Death, without
doubt, was considercd mysterious and threatening.
Grüneisen insists that each rite at mourning is to be explained
according to one principle, and, following Frazer, he interprets
the mourner's change of outward aspect as being a means of
disguise from the ghost of the dead, the loud wailing having
the purpose of driving away this evil-minded spirit. I
The mourning rites cannot, however, be considered to follow
one principle. Customs, especially at mourning, have a tendency
to persist even afteú the original intention has fallen into
oblivion. Though new ones appear the old customs are not
dropped. Thus mourning rites among one and the same people
can be explained according to different principles.2
The different rites in mourning have been interpreted in
various ways, such as a sign of submission and humility, 3 a
disguise from the dead, { a covenant with the ghost rf the
dead,6 or a sacrifice to the dead. 6
These explanations all have one feature in common. The
intention is in every case to safeguard against the ghost of the
dead. Whether it is a sacrifice or a covenant, a disguise or a
banishing of the spirit, it still shows the uttermost fear of the
'dead.' But why should the ghost of the deceased be feared?
Why should some one who when alive had been loved and
befriended be considered malevolent to the living?

According to Lippert primitive man was incapable of conceiving of death as a natural end to tife. Since no outward
apparent reason was conceivable to account for death, he believed in the existence of some hostile potency which entered
the body to take away its life. The dead were taken to be death
itself. Primitive man's belief, therefore, was that his soul
always succumbed to the force of this potency's will, thus

rAhnenkultus..,'pp,

100, 115 sqq.,.Frazer, JAI XV, p. g8 sqq.
x Bertholet, 'Die israelitischen Vorstellungen vom Zustand nach dem
Tode,'p. l0; Elhorst, SSPhR, p. ll8; Lods,'La croyance à la vie future.
Þ' 80.
r
3 Schwally,'Das
Leben nach dem Tode..,'p. ll sqq.
a oíde note 1.
6 Robertson Smith, . the Religion of the
Semites,' p, B2l-823.
',
ti Schwally, 'Das Leben nach dem Tode . . ,' p. 2l sqq.
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placing his sot¿l in an evil frame of mind and bringing on the
desire to do evil. Even infirm persons and those falling ill of
a sickness were believed to be possessed.of this 'ghost creature.' I
.
Another theory advanced by Jastrow is related to the above,
but at the same time exhibits a difference. Primitive man,
regarding life an active force, could understand its being assigned to something material. Material shapes rÃ/ere an essential
embodiment of a power which could not be conceived of as a
mere idea. This was illustrated in Jastrow's view of the struggle
against disease. Illness, to primitive man, was an evil spirit
that entered the body to struggle with the spirit or force of
life. If the spirit of life won the fight, the malevolent spirit
was expelled
and ai,ce uersa. Thus, if the evil force won, the
spirit of life was expelled from the body. It was pictured, then,
in the case of death, as hovering around the corpse, trying to
regain entry. Unable to do so it was uncontrolled and so a source
of danger to the living. From this the conflicting feelings
towards the dead could readily be explained. On the one hand
there was a natural sympathy for the helpless, the dead, the
desire to care for those who were loved when alive, and against
this the other feeling of a necessity to protect those still living
from the evil spirits of the dead.e
Though theoretically both explanations show certain differin practice they result in the same conclusion - the
soul
spirit around the dead body is feared. But although the
or spirit of life has been forcibly expelled from its abode, no
explanation is offered as to why it should suddenly develop
a feeling of malevolence. \Mhy should the spirit suddenly turn
against those it had befriended in life? Was it reason enough
that it had been unwilling to leave the body?
ences,

As has been mentioned, Elhorst has emphasized that not the
ghost of the dead but the power which had caused death was
feared. 3 But he says nothing of what happened to the soul at
death. Karsten's theory on the disease and death demon gives

ilDie Religionen der Europäischen Cultu¡völker. . ,' p.
e 'Hebrew and Babylonian Traditions,' p. l9B-200.
8 oi.de sup'a p. 82.
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a good explanation of the supposedly evil intentions of
spirit in or near the corpse.
He distinguishes between the ghost of the dead and

the
the

which causes déath. The latter absorbs the sor¿l
of the deceased and becomes more powerful in proportion to
the spiritual power attained by the deceased in his lifetime'
Thus it is not the ghost of the dead which is dreaded but the
pernicious demon which, having got hold of .its victim, is looking
around for other prey. This theory gives an acceptable explanation of the sudden horror in the presence of a person loved
and respected a few minutes earlier, now lifeless. I It also
gives an answer to why the same rites as in mourning are performed on occasions where there is no question of death. It was
the attitude towards anything enigmatic and supernatural.
disease demon

Of course the explanation advanced by Karsten of what
happened at death, as he says himself, holds good only for
'natural death.' In other instances the departure of life constituted no problem. Then the cause of death was obvious, and
no one wondered that the soul was supposed to be turned into
a malevolent demon wanting to take vengeance on the living
for being deprived of the pleasures of life, so that these survivors had to take precautions against it.
When the killing involved bloodshed the outpouring blood
contained the soul of the slain. The vapour rising from a big
pool of blood may be noticed only in a cold climate, but the
smell is the more intense in warm regions. This circumstance
gives rise to the thought of a living factor in the blood, even
when it is outside the body. The man's lDÞ) is still there and in
its evil frame of mind wants to inflict harm upon those who
have deprived him of his life.

lThe Civilization of the South American Indians,' pp. 183, 477; ct.
the
Karsten, 'The Origins of Religlon,' p. 289.
- In 'Civilization. . ,'
author adds: "Onþ by keeping this distinction in view can we understand
fuüy the funeral and mourning òustoms which otherwise would, in
many cases, seem hopelessly contradictory. Partly they seem to be expressions of a loving care of the departed relative, partly inspired by
abject fear of the same spirit." (p. 4??)
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Grüneisen is of the opinion that there is life in the blood only
it streams out, but that this is extinguished as soon
as the blood is covered with earth. 1 Almost the same is
maintained by Lippert when he says that the soul is in the
warm red blood.s Lods raises objections against this. lrÐ)
contained in the outflowing blood remains there. It cries as long
as it is not covered by earth, "Il n'y a plus aucune trace de vie
dans les taches de sang qui marquent les rochers de Jerusalern;
et cependant elles appellent vengeance (Ez. 24: 7, B). De
même, dans le sang que la terre mettra à nu au dernier jour
(Es. 26:2I) toute la vie aura cessé depuis longtemps; la
nefeð qu'il contenait devrait donc, d'après M. Grüneisen, en
avoir disparu, volatilisée, depuis des siècles. L'idée est autre:
c'est que lorsque le sang est couvert, l'âme est fixée; elle est
rendue inoffensive; mais elle y subsiste, puisque dès que le
sang réapparait, la vengeance est à redouter (Es. 26)."4
as long as

Among modern Jews the custom that a murdered man must
be buried in his bloody clothes still prevails; if a woman dies
in childbirth all the blood which streams out after death is
considered. lrÐ: trT and must follow her to the grave. a
.The soul of the killed, contained in the blood and turned into
an evil spirit must be appeased by a sacrifice. This is known as
a vengeance wreaked by the family of the killed on those who
belonged to the murderer's family. The latter again, in order
to satisfy the ghost of the newly murdered, continued etc.
"C'est donc la crainte des âmes qui, dès une haute antiquité,
peut-être même dès I'origine, inspirait la vengeance du sang
chez les Sémites. õ
When Cain had slain Abel the blood of the murdered brother
cried for vengeance and God cursed Cain saying that the ground
which had opened its mouth to receive the blood of his brother

I
:r
p.

60.

'Der Ahnencultus . .,t p.

48,

'Der Seelencult in seinen Beziehungen zur Althebräischen Religion,'

:l 'La croyance à la vie future . . ,' p. 69,
4 'Jore Dea,'fi1l rl'lÐlD and :i1l 'rììlâ comment on g 3?5. Granzfrid,
'Tì9 FbU, ììyP,'5lg?,9 and 11; Danzig,'Chochmath Adam seu Compendium libri Jore Dea,'ç 157, l0 and ll.
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from his hand, would be barren for him and he should find no
resting place upon earth. r
Only a couple of the instances of this kind of revenge in the
Old Testament will be mentioned: Abner killed Asahel, and 2
3
therefore Joab avenged the blood of his brother on him. 'Ihen
the dying David urged his son Solomon to take vengeance on
Joab for having kilted Abner and Amasa.a
'The
blood revenge did not exclude the usual mourning rites'
When David heard that Joab had slain Abner he asked Joab
and all the people around him to rend their garments, gird
themselves with sackcloth and mourn Abner.6
As Buttenwieser remarks, the soul of the animals was also
taken into consideration. 0 Unless sacrificed, their blood must
be poured oui and coriéred with earth. ? The prohibrtion
against eating animals with their blood (which contained their
souls) I has been considered a mere fear of absorbing their
souls. The interpretation, however, is near at hand that to eat
such an animal was the easiest way to swallow the dreaded
demon into which the sot¿l of the kilted animal had changed;or, if the animal had died a 'natural' death,' the demon which
had taken its soøi in Possêssion'
Animals not slaughtered in the required way were not only
forbidden to be eaten, their carcasses were to be considered
t
unclean. Anybody who touched them became unclean. This
evidently because of the dangerous demon into which their
lDÐ) had turned.
When in the Old Testament somebody was condemned to
death because of a trespass, this penalty was never prescribed
as execution by bloodshedding; the sinner was either to be
hanged, stoned or burnt bY fire.lo
1 Gen.

IV:8

sqq.

¿ II Sam. II: 23.
s II Sam. III;27.
¿ I Kings II: 5.
6 II Sam. III: 30, 31.
o JAOS 38-39, p. 813.
7 Lev. XVII: 13.
8 Ex. XXII:30; Lev. XVII: 14; Ezek. IV: 14; XLIV: 31.
o Lev. XI: 39.
10 Lev. XX: 14, 16, 27; Deut. XVII: 5; XXI: 21, 22; XXII:

24,
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In this såme connection it must be mentioned that also
animals were made responsible for their doings. If a bull had
been the cause of a man's death, it had to be killed. The
execution, however, was to be performed by lapidation. 1
It was a common habit to bury the dead. This, as everywhere
where burial in the earth is parctised, was in order to confine
the dangerous powers in or around the body to a certain place.
The earth upon the body was the same as the earth upon the
blood of the killed. e
A hanged man must be taken down and buried before sunset.
for a hanged man brings down the curse of God. 3 The expression that the hanged man brings down the curse of God
is of course a recent intrepretation of an old conception. Of
old the demon in the hanged man was feared.
At night evil-minded spirits enjoyed their most favourable
time for activity. a This was, without doubt, the reason why,
when the penalty of death had been inflicted upon a man, the
living were in a hurry to get rid of his body before sunset. To
be safe from the demon, after the hanged body had been taken
down it was covered with a pile of stones, 6 or it was thrown
into a cave the entrance of which was closed with large
stones.

t

As has already been mentioned several times, all this

was

because the soul of the dead had turned into a malevolent spirit.

The soul of the killed, now a disease and death demon, was
looking for victims to deprive the survivors of the pleasure
of life.
It can be mentioned that the animosity of the ghost of a man
about to be killed was supposed to arise as soon as he was told
his fate. His 'evil eye' was therefore feared and his face was
veiled. ? The custom of covering the eyes of a prisoner condemned to death before his execution may originate in this

t Ex. XXI:28-32.
? Schwally, 'Das Leben nach dem Tode . . ,' p.
:r Deut. XXI:23; cf. Jos, VIIII29; X:26,27.
¡

s

Tallqvist, 'Maqlt,' p.

16.

53.

Jos, VII: 25, 2B; VIII: 29; II Sam. XVIII: l?.
ß Jos. X: 26, 27.
7 cf. Seligmann, 'Der böse Blick . . , II,' p. 283-296.
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conception; not, as has been declared, to save the prisoner from
knowing the exact moment when he must die.
According to Jewish religion a suicide's family does not
perform mourning rites. r This may be because the deceased
obviously sought death himself and therefore no disease demon
or death demon is to be feared, nor can it be supposed that his
own soul turned into such. - Of course' according to later
conceptions in the Old Testament suicide may have been considered a crime against God because, according to the creation
Story, God gave man his spirit and this was supposed to remain
in man as long as it pleased God' 2 Therefore, suicide ran
counter to God's will. This may be the reason why suicides
are buried separately.
Catholics and protestants, at least in former times, did not
ring church bells for the funeral of a suicide. Bell ringing was
originalty intended to drive away evil spirits. In the case of
suicides, therefore, it would appear to indicate that there was
no evil spirit to drive away. More recent times, however, consider that the ringing of church bells is performed in honour
of the defunct and forbid this sign of reverence for those who
have acted against God's wilt and intention'
.t
,¡r

Finally a way of using the word NPS must be mentioned' In
Syriac, South-Arabic, and Aramaic this word has been employed in the sense of 'funeral monument.'8 This provides
a very clear instance of how a word, in the course of time,
comes to get a transferred meaning. The sense 'funeral monument' cannot be taken as derived from the supposed meaning
of NPS : 'corpse.' When NPS is used for a tomb, this is
to indicate that the place is haunted by a NPS, NPS being
the ois letalì,s which has been confined to the tomb.

lJore

Dea,t

!

345.

2 øíde süpro, PP. 73-74'
s rride dictionaries, sub uoce.
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Schwally says that the covering of the blood is the same as
the covering of the so¿l. Following on from this, he maintains,
the Aramaic XIDÐ) meaning sot¿l must have come to be used in
the sense of 'tombstone.'r He comes very near the explanation advanced in the present work. The difference is, however,
that Schwally speaks of 'die Seele' and here NPS is understood
in the way explained above.
The same scholar mentions that the tombs are chalked on
certain occasions and he understands this as decoration of
the graves. :l The reason for this is, however, that, at critical
times, the place can thus be seen at a distance and can be
avoided.

{€

The above explains how ltÐ!, nÞ UrÐ has come to mean'disease
and death demon.' Wellhausen mentions æafs as "Totengeister,"
meaning the ghost of the dead, witheut any remark òn how
death had come about. t Spencer declares that demons have
taken their origin from the ghosts of dead people, a but, to
this must be added: from those who have not died a 'natural
death;' if this be the real origin. Tallqvist, too, gives the same
declaration as Spencer.6

I

'Das Leben nach dem Tode,

z op,

I

c'tt., pp. 4,1--45,

5l

,

,' p. 52 n.

1.

sqq.

p, 185 n. 3.
p.
Sociolory
2lõ
of
I,'
$99., esp. p.
'F¡inciples
5 'Baabelin Manalassa,' p. 34.

{
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